Dear Friends:
Welcome to another competition of Nebraska’s state championship games! Congratulations to the students who have earned a chance to represent your school at this event. This is a very exciting time, and you should all be proud of the time and hard work you put in to get to this point.
Thank you to the coaches, parents, and guardians who support our talented young Nebraskans. Participants, make sure you also take the time to thank those who support you and have helped you succeed in your efforts.
The character, discipline, and drive taught by extracurricular activities like these ensure that students have the ability to succeed long after graduation. These competitions encourage our students to aim big, work hard, and take responsibility for themselves.
Win or lose, you all will take away experiences, friends, and memories that will last for a lifetime.
Best wishes for a safe and exciting competition!

Sincerely,
Pete Ricketts
Governor

“High school activities, the other half of education!”

Congratulations to the student participants, their parents, and the schools they represent on qualifying for the NSAA state championship activities. We welcome you and applaud your hard work and dedication. The time, effort, and commitment you have put into your activity has paid off and you should be very proud of this accomplishment.
The Nebraska School Activities Association is proud of the educational based activities that we provide to our schools for our students. Our mission is to promote the high ideals of citizenship, fair competition, sportsmanship, and teamwork in an effort to complement our member schools’ curricular programs.
Perhaps cliché, but definitely true, today’s students are tomorrow’s leaders. Events like our championships help to form these leaders by instilling values and leadership qualities while rounding out their educational experiences.
None of this would be possible without the incredible dedication and commitment of the many outstanding teachers, coaches, and administrators throughout Nebraska. These educators, together with strong support from parents, patrons, and fans like you, provide our children a solid foundation for their future success.
Once again, congratulations, and good luck!!

Jay Bellar
NSAA Executive Director

“NSAA activities...the other half of education.”
**EVENT STAFF**

**NSAA DIRECTOR**  
Debra Velder

**UNK SITE DIRECTOR**  
Jake Jacobsen

**KEARNEY VISITORS BUREAU**  
Lynelle Fritzen

**TAB ROOM STAFF**  
Chris Begeman, Matt Davis, Matt Heimes, Jennifer Jerome, Tommy Bender, Becca Hier

**REGISTRATION & BALLOT PICK-UP**  
Janet Rose, Jane Teply, Patti Stauss

**DIRECTOR OF RUNNERS**  
Aaron Blackman, Cindy Callaway

**EXTEMPORANEOUS PREP**  
Steve Foral, Carol Duncan

**BALLOT CHECK-IN**  
Deb Lawson, Sharon Almquist

**AWARDS ANNOUNCER**  
Skip Altig

---

**THURSDAY, MARCH 21**

**Class B**
- 7:00 am  Registration Begins
- 7:30 am  Extemp Draw – Round 1
- 8:00 am  Round 1
- 8:30 am  Extemp – Round 1
- 10:00 am  Extemp Draw – Round 2
- 10:30 am  Round 2
- 11:00 am  Extemp – Round 2
- 1:00 pm  Extemp Draw – Finals
- 2:00 pm  Finals
- 4:00 pm  Awards

**Class C1**
- 7:00 am  Registration Begins
- 8:00 am  Extemp Draw – Round 1
- 8:30 am  Persuasive, Humorous, Serious, Poetry, Informative, Entertainment – Round 1
- 9:00 am  Extemp – Round 1
- 9:30 am  OID, Duet
- 11:30 am  Extemp Draw – Round 2
- 12:30 pm  Round 2
- 2:00 pm  Extemp Draw – Finals
- 3:00 pm  Finals
- 5:00 pm  Awards

**Class A**
- 7:00 am  Registration Begins
- 8:30 am  Extemp Draw – Round 1
- 9:00 am  Round 1
- 10:30 am  Extemp Draw – Round 2
- 11:00 am  Round 2
- 12:30 pm  Extemp Draw – Round 3
- 1:00 pm  Round 3
- 3:00 pm  Extemp Draw – Finals
- 3:30 pm  Finals
- 6:00 pm  Awards

---

**FRIDAY, MARCH 22**

**Class D2**
- 7:00 am  Registration Begins
- 7:30 am  Extemp Draw – Round 1
- 8:00 am  Round 1
- 8:30 am  Extemp – Round 1
- 10:00 am  Extemp Draw – Round 2
- 11:00 am  Round 2
- 1:00 pm  Extemp Draw – Finals
- 2:00 pm  Finals
- 4:00 pm  Awards

**Class C2**
- 7:00 am  Registration Begins
- 8:00 am  Round 1 – OID, Duet, Persuasive, Humorous, Poetry
- 8:30 am  Extemp Draw – Round 1
- 9:30 am  Round 1 – Extemp, Serious, Informative, Entertainment
- 11:00 am  Round 2 – OID, Duet, Persuasive, Humorous, Poetry
- 11:00 am  Extemp Draw – Round 2
- 12:00 pm  Extemp – Round 2
- 12:30 pm  Round 2 – Serious, Informative, Entertainment
- 1:30 pm  Extemp Draw – Finals
- 2:30 pm  Finals
- 5:00 pm  Awards

**Class D1**
- 7:00 am  Registration Begins
- 8:30 am  Extemp Draw – Round 1
- 9:30 am  Round 1
- 11:30 am  Extemp Draw – Round 2
- 12:30 pm  Round 2
- 2:30 pm  Extemp Draw – Finals
- 3:30 pm  Finals
- 6:00 pm  Awards

Extemporaneous draw will take place in Thomas Hall, Rooms 106 & 107.
Students are to report to their assigned rooms for competition as scheduled. Preliminary Rounds - Class A contestants must perform three times, each before one judge. Classes B, C1, C2, D1, and D2 the contestants must perform twice, each before one judge. Six entries in each event will be advancing to the final round before three judges.

Finalists will be posted on the NSAA website, nsaahome.org/textfile/speech, and in the Sports Center after the completion of the last preliminary round is tabulated. Please do not leave until you are certain you are not in the finals. Room assignments for finals are in this program.

Trophies will be awarded to the team champion and runner-up. Medals will be awarded to the top six individuals in each event.

Events are scheduled in more than one building on campus. In order to keep the contest running on schedule, it is important for competitors to arrive at the designated room by the time that round is scheduled to begin.

Contestants will normally speak in the order of their appearance in the program. However, some switching of this order may be necessary if a contestant has qualified in two events during the same hour. If a student has a conflict, the judge or contest director shall be notified of the change.

Preliminary ballots will be available immediately following each round at the registration table. Finals ballots will be available immediately following the awards ceremony. Only certified directors are to pick up the ballots. Judges will not be available for explanations of judgment decisions.

WEBCASTING
LIVE webcasting will be produced for all events scheduled in Rooms 310 and the Antelope Room in the Union each day. Please make sure students scheduled in these rooms are aware that their performance will be web streamed. Spectators can view the webcast through subscription on the NSAA.tv link on the nsaahome.org website. DVDs can also be purchased.

BEST OF THE BEST
The 2019 NSAA Speech Championships “Best of the Best” will air Sunday, April 14, 10:00 a.m. on NET.

2019 NSAA SERVICE AWARD WINNER
The Outstanding & Distinguished Service Awards, started in 1979, are presented annually to individuals who have gone above and beyond what was expected of them in support of high school activities. The Distinguished Service Award recognizes those individuals that have made contributions to the entire Nebraska School Activities Association and its member schools as a whole. The Outstanding Service Award recognizes those individuals that made contributions to a specific NSAA activity.

Jake Jacobsen
Distinguished Service Award, Speech

THANK YOU NSAA Judges!

Interested in becoming an NSAA Judge?

Check out https://nsaahome.org/ for more information.

CONTACT:
Cindy Callaway
callaway@nsaahome.org
402-489-0386

nsaahome.org
NSAA State Speech
2018 CHAMPIONS

DUET ACTING
A Tyler Walvoord & Benjamin Czapla, Lincoln Southwest
B Chloe Beltrand & Kasey Brabec, Schuyler
C Laura Liu & Amanda Zhang, Omaha Brownell Talbot
C2 Jared Mulder & Maxwell Ward, Oakland-Craig
D1 Brynn Westenburg & David Carr, Johnson-Brock
D2 Katie Hawk & Sidney Stallbaum, Ewing

ENTERTAINMENT SPEAKING
A Lucy Tu, Millard North
B Liesa Perlberg, Gering
C1 Emma Beckenhauer, Battle Creek
C2 Renee Box, Lourdes Central Catholic
D1 Morgyn Christiansen, Plainview
D2 Megan Cook, Verdigre

EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING
A Daniel Fu, Millard North
B Oliver Borchers-Williams, Nebraska City
C1 Jenna Mu, Omaha Brownell Talbot
C2 Dominic Naughtin, Sutherland
D1 Derek Voigt, Osceola
D2 Kaitlyn Dozler, Spalding Academy

HUMOROUS INTERPRETATION
A Nathan Bonsall, Kearney
B Rylan Hurd, Gordon-Rushville
C1 Will Heller, David City
C2 Devon Dohrman, West Holt
D1 Anna Currier, Bancroft-Rosalie
D2 Isaac Cook, Verdigre

INFORMATIVE SPEAKING
A Vaishnavi Menon, Millard North
B Holly Rockenbach, York
C1 Bethany Tebbe, David City
C2 Katelyn Steffensmeier, Howells-Dodge
D1 Elizabeth Kment, Plainview
D2 Skyyler Knigge, Bruning-Davenport

ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA
A Jedidiah Merriman, Sophia Montemarano, Trystan Nord & Nicole Carraher, Gretna
B Jesse Jirkovsky-Atchison, Kinsley Flynn, Elias Dallmann, Brianna Cobb & Emily Baldridge, York
C1 Madelaine Comte, Sarah Juranek, Travis Roh, Joshua Roh & Will Yindrick, Aquinas Catholic
C2 Miles Bossman, Connor Dahl, Thomas Honeywell, Tyler Janssen & Gabriel Potts, Crofton
D1 Brittani Wacker, Matthew Bonta, Morgyn Christiansen, Matthew Hoffmann & John Novicki, Plainview
D2 Isaac Baysinger, TaraLee Hudson, Glenn Meyer, Jacob Schoenholz & Preston John Sybrant, Bruning-Davenport

PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
A Rahul Guda, Millard North
B Kate Millington, Norris
C1 Laurel Ockander, David City
C2 Raegan Hoyle, Archbishop Bergan
D1 Derek Voigt, Osceola
D2 Emilie Schardt, Bruning-Davenport

POETRY INTERPRETATION
A Marissa Carr, Norfolk
B Jennifer Rodriguez, York
C1 John Celesky, Bishop Neumann
C2 Tiffany Pearson, Tri County
D1 Chris Biasas, Humphrey
D2 Stephanie Shakespaere, Verdigr

SERIOUS INTERPRETATION
A Jessica Kolbo, Kearney
B Caroline Friend, Douglas County West
C1 Tanner Langemeier, Bishop Neumann
C2 Alex Flynn, Humboldt-Table Rock-Steinauer
D1 Anna Currier, Bancroft-Rosalie
D2 Stephanie Shakespaere, Verdigr

NSAA State Speech
2019 FINALS-JUDGING ASSIGNMENTS

CLASS A DUET ACTING
3:30 PM-UNION SANDHILLS
Donna Kramer
Lori Pierce
Ruth Zrust

CLASS A ENTERTAINMENT SPEAKING
3:30 PM-UNION 238D
Carl Linnerson
Elizabeth Barry
Sue Herdt

CLASS A EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING
3:30 PM-THOMAS 212
Bill Gilbreath
Chris Kubes
Diana Tate

CLASS A INFORMATIVE SPEAKING
3:30 PM-FINE ARTS 264 (BAND RM)
Brenda Larabee
Brian Gibson
Nancy Woeppe

CLASS A ORAL INTERPRETATION OF HUMOROUS PROSE
3:30 PM-FINE ARTS ExTh (103)
Mariana Von Rein
Michelle Kluver
Zac Franzen

CLASS A ORAL INTERPRETATION OF POETRY
3:30 PM-OTTO OLSEN 135
Jennifer Christen
Mary Thiemann
Shauna Baker

CLASS A ORAL INTERPRETATION OF SERIOUS PROSE
3:30 PM-OCKINGA AUD
Jeanne Gentry
Michael Cradduck
Steven Millnitz

CLASS A PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
3:30 PM-OCKINGA CON
A. J. Johnson
Doug Frank
Ronda Ras

CLASS A DUET ACTING
2:00 PM-UNION SANDHILLS
Amy Hosteller
Linda Candall
Randy Rood

CLASS A ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA
3:30 PM-UNION ANTELOPE
Amy Hosteller
Linda Candall
Randy Rood

CLASS B DUET ACTING
2:00 PM-UNION 312
Gaien Volquardsen
Kathy Larson
Taryn Retzlaff

CLASS B ENTERTAINMENT SPEAKING
2:00 PM-UNION SANDHILLS
Carl Linnerson
Cheryl Henrichs
Michelle Kluver

CLASS B EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING
2:00 PM-THOMAS 115
Brenda Larabee
Carolyn Ennevoldsen
Doug Frank

CLASS B INFORMATIVE SPEAKING
2:00 PM-OTTO OLSEN 112
Bill Gilbreath
Mary Thiemann
Nancy Woeppe

CLASS B ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA
2:00 PM-UNION 238A
A. J. Johnson
Lynn Hofmann
Patricia Koch Johns

CLASS B ORAL INTERPRETATION OF HUMOROUS PROSE
2:00 PM-UNION ANTELOPE
Jean Miller
Jeanne Gentry
Zac Franzen
2019 FINALS-JUDGING ASSIGNMENTS

CLASS B ORAL
INTERPRETATION OF POETRY
2:00 PM-UNION 238D
Brian Gibson
Diana Tate
Ruth Zrust

CLASS B ORAL
INTERPRETATION OF SERIOUS PROSE
2:00 PM-OTTO OLSEN 135
Randy Rood
Shauna Baker
Steven Millnitz

CLASS B PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
2:00 PM-FINE ARTS 264 (BAND RM)
Lori Pierce
Mariani Von Rein
Michael Craddock

CLASS C1 DUET ACTING
2:00 PM-UNION 312
Becky Stahr
Keli Margritz
Randy Rood

CLASS C1 ENTERTAINMENT SPEAKING
2:00 PM-ADMISSIONS Sisler Room
Bruce Sedivy
Clark Koltermen
Kent Warneke

CLASS C1 EXTemporaneous SPEAKING
3:00 PM-THOMAS 214
Kathleen Foner
Kent R. Millington
Shirley Cawiezel

CLASS C1 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF HUMOROUS PROSE
3:00 PM-COPELAND 130
Doug Frank
Jack Garrison
Shari Johnson

CLASS C1 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA
3:00 PM-PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
Ed Ankrom
Kathy Larson
Sue Herdt

CLASS C1 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF POETRY
3:00 PM-FINE ARTS DRAKE
Enid Hansen
Jack Garrison
Laurie Hinze

CLASS C1 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF SERIOUS PROSE
3:00 PM-COPELAND 130
Kathryn Fowler
Robyn Dalton
Skip Altig

CLASS C1 PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
3:00 PM-COPELAND 131
Bridget Barry
Candace Cain
Tyler Thompson

CLASS C2 DUET ACTING
2:30 PM-UNION 310
Becky Stahr
Keli Margritz
Randy Rood

CLASS C2 EXTemporaneous SPEAKING
2:30 PM-UNION ANTELOPE
Mary Thiemann
Michael Craddock
Taryn Retzlaff

CLASS C2 ORAL INTERPRETATION HUMOROUS PROSE
2:30 PM-COPELAND 130
Cheryl Henrichs
Kelly Wetting
Robert Friedman

CLASS C2 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA
2:30 PM-PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
Ed Ankrom
Kathy Larson
Sue Herdt

CLASS C2 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF POETRY
2:30 PM-FINE ARTS ExTh (103)
Jennifer Christen
Shauna Baker
Zac Franzen

CLASS C2 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF SERIOUS PROSE
2:30 PM-COPELAND 140
Brian Gibson
Jan Hinze
Jean Miller

CLASS C2 PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
2:30 PM-BAND Jennings 209
Bridget Barry
John Heineman
Robyn Dalton

CLASS D1 DUET ACTING
3:30 PM-OTTO OLSEN 135
Kathleen Foner
Peggy Belt
Steven Millnitz

CLASS D1 ENTERTAINMENT SPEAKING
3:30 PM-THOMAS 201
Karin Henry
Mary Winne
Quinten Lyon

CLASS D1 INFORMATIVE SPEAKING
3:30 PM-ADMISSIONS Sisler Room
Kent Warneke
Mary Rau
Ruth Zrust

CLASS D1 ORAL INTERPRETATION HUMOROUS PROSE
3:30 PM-COPELAND 131
Karin Henry
Mary Winne
Rachel Haider

CLASS D1 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA
3:30 PM-PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
Karin Henry
Mary Winne
Rachel Haider

CLASS D1 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF POETRY
3:30 PM-COPELAND 142
Enid Hansen
Jodi Meyer
Kent R. Millington

CLASS D1 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF SERIOUS PROSE
3:30 PM-PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
Enid Hansen
Jodi Meyer
Kent R. Millington

CLASS D2 DUET ACTING
2:00 PM-UNION 238E
Laurie Hinze
Lynn Hofmann
Mariani Von Rein

CLASS D2 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA
2:00 PM-ADMISSIONS Sisler Room
Laurie Hinze
Lynn Hofmann
Mariani Von Rein

CLASS D2 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF POETRY
2:00 PM-COPELAND 142
Ruth Zrust
Skip Altig
Tyler Thompson

CLASS D2 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF SERIOUS PROSE
2:00 PM-PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
Enid Hansen
Jodi Meyer
Kent R. Millington

CLASS D2 PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
2:00 PM-COPELAND 131
Patricia Koch Johns
Rachel Haider
Steven Millnitz

CLASS D3 DUET ACTING
2:00 PM-ADMISSIONS Sisler Room
Bill Gilbreath
Carl Linnerson
Katie Fox Davis

CLASS D3 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA
2:00 PM-FINE ARTS DRAKE
Enid Hansen
Diana Tate
Michelle Kluver

CLASS D3 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF POETRY
2:00 PM-COPELAND 142
Ruth Zrust
Skip Altig
Tyler Thompson

CLASS D3 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF SERIOUS PROSE
2:00 PM-PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
Enid Hansen
Jodi Meyer
Kent R. Millington

CLASS D3 PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
2:00 PM-COPELAND 131
Patricia Koch Johns
Rachel Haider
Steven Millnitz
DUET ACTING

Round 1 9:00 AM

Section A
Room: WC 123E
Judge: Kathryn Fowler
Alex Nydahl, Sandra Leybold
Miranda Jenkins, Betsey Lewis
Tyson Forbes, Darian Draft
Annie Von Kampen, Yanira Rodriguez
Carlie Villar, Tim Nipper
Thomas Wang, William Nervig

Section B
Room: WC 208N
Judge: Patricia Koch Johns
Zach DeLoach, Jessica Kolbo
Madison VanWygarden, Hailey Sant
Meredith Gamet, Aaron Vrbka
Aubrey Aldag, Reagan Cisar
Shawn Bryde, Adison Cassity

Section C
Room: WC 221E
Judge: Nancy Woeppel
Shawn Bryde, Adison Cassity
Aubrey Aldag, Reagan Cisar
Meredith Gamet, Aaron Vrbka
Madison VanWygarden, Hailey Sant
Judge: A. J. Johnson
Room: WC 219
Section C

Round 2 11:00 AM

Section A
Room: OCKINGA CON
Judge: Carl Linnerson
Payton Long, Jed Merriman
Aubrey Aldag, Reagan Cisar
Kylie Miller, Savannah Mayer
Miranda Jenkins, Betsey Lewis
Tyson Forbes, Darian Draft
Madison VanWygarden, Hailey Sant

Section B
Room: UNION ANTELOPE
Judge: Carolyn Enevoldsen
Alex Nydahl, Sandra Leybold
Thomas Wang, William Nervig
Meredith Gamet, Aaron Vrbka
Zach DeLoach, Jessica Kolbo
Ian Cullin, Tress Nelson

Section C
Room: WC 208N
Judge: Jeanne Gentry
Shawn Bryde, Adison Cassity
Tatum Johnson, Zoey Moser
Ian Cullin, Tress Nelson

Round 3 1:00 PM

Section A
Room: OCKINGA CON
Judge: Ronda Ras
Tyson Forbes, Darian Draft
Kylie Miller, Savannah Mayer
Tatum Johnson, Zoey Moser
Annie Von Kampen, Yanira Rodriguez
Carlie Villar, Tim Nipper

Section B
Room: WC 208N
Judge: Robyn Dalton
Tyson Long, Jed Merriman
Miranda Jenkins, Betsey Lewis
Shawn Bryde, Adison Cassity
Annie Von Kampen, Yanira Rodriguez
Meredith Gamet, Aaron Vrbka

EXTEMPOREANEOUS SPEAKING

Round 1 9:00 AM

Section A
Room: THOMAS 201
Judge: Brenna Larabee
Aaryan Naik
Drake Berry
Praveen Rao
Divith Rajagopal
Louis Antinoro
Lukas Buermeyer

Section B
Room: THOMAS 212
Judge: Candace Cain
Tyler Bartholome
Rahul Guda
Gavin Howell
Samuel Province
Tyler Wong

Section C
Room: THOMAS 214
Judge: Bridget Barry
Suzie Cho
Trystan Nord
Jalaya Nagahawatte
Alexis Moguliner
Juliana Quattroci
e

Round 2 11:00 AM

Section A
Room: THOMAS 201
Judge: Clark Kiertman
Drake Berry
Rahul Guda
Juliana Quattroci
e
Lukas Buermeyer
Tyler Wong
Alexis Moguliner

Section B
Room: THOMAS 212
Judge: Mariam Van Reine
Samuel Province
Louis Antinoro
Jalaya Nagahawatte
Divith Rajagopal
Gavin Howell

Section C
Room: THOMAS 214
Judge: Doug Frank
Aaryan Naik
Trystan Nord
Tyler Bartholome
Suzie Cho
Praveen Rao

Round 3 1:00 PM

Section A
Room: THOMAS 119
Judge: Jan Hinze
Suzie Cho
Alexis Moguliner
Praveen Rao
Tyler Wong
Louis Antinoro
Samuel Province

Section B
Room: THOMAS 201
Judge: Rick Tank
Aaryan Naik
Tyler Bartholome
Juliana Quattroci
e
Gavin Howell
Lukas Buermeyer

Section C
Room: THOMAS 212
Judge: End Hansen
Trystan Nord
Rahul Guda
Drake Berry
Divith Rajagopal
Jalaya Nagahawatte

ENTERTAINMENT SPEAKING

Round 1 9:00 AM

Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 216
Judge: Anne Bowman
Lauren Rezac
Blake Mills
Jessica Zuhike
Joey Kaipust
Jack Wegner
Caleb Ortman

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS 313
Judge: A. J. Johnson

Section C
Room: WC 221E
Judge: Nancy Woeppel
Imani Lamar, Christina Short
Payton Long, Jed Merriman
Kylie Miller, Savannah Mayer
Tatum Johnson, Zoey Moser

Round 2 11:00 AM

Section A
Room: FINE ARTS 302
Judge: Ronda Ras
Kenny Mitchell
Aleah Miller
Jessica Hua
Lauren Rezac
Blake Mills
Drake Berry

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS 313
Judge: Donna Kramer
Donna Kramer
Cecil Eubanks
Jaliya Nagahawatte
Lucy Tu
Drake Berry

Section C
Room: WC 219
Judge: A. J. Johnson
Christine Trinh
Sophia Montemarano
Dejan Shkyaa
Joey Kaipust

Round 3 1:00 PM

Section A
Room: FINE ARTS 302
Judge: Ruth Zrust
Lucy Tu
Cecil Eubanks
Jessica Hua
Christine Trinh
Lauren Rezac
Jack Wegner

Section B
Room: WC 152 (52)
Judge: Shari Johnson
Kenny Mitchell
Bailey Roeder
Dejan Shkyaa
Lucy Tu

Section C
Room: WC 219
Judge: Amy Hostetter
Sophia Montemarano
Aleah Miller
Joey Kaipust
Caleb Ortman
Drake Berry
**ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA**

**Round 1 9:00 AM**

**Section A**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Kayla Tex 
Layna Smith, Rylee Story
Bryce Shiel, Lila Dean
Logan Thompson, Jackson Munk
Allison Kwong, Kaylee Kurpius
Valerie Lyall, Jordan Phillips

**Section B**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Samantha Smith 
Zoe Johnson, Riley Williams
Nathan Zhang, Ethan Lee
Ethan Wang, Jake Kim
Alexa Lee, Ava Kim

**Section C**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Olivia Kim 
Emily Johnson, Anna Kim
Samuel Lee, Olivia Lee
Eva Wang, Ethan Lee

**Round 2 9:00 AM**

**Section A**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Michael Smith 
Ethan Zhang, Elizabeth Wu
John Kim, Jason Lee
David Johnson, Alex Lee

**Section B**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Samantha Smith 
Zoe Johnson, Riley Williams
Nathan Zhang, Ethan Lee
Ethan Wang, Jake Kim
Alexa Lee, Ava Kim

**Section C**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Olivia Kim 
Emily Johnson, Anna Kim
Samuel Lee, Olivia Lee
Eva Wang, Ethan Lee

**Round 3 9:00 AM**

**Section A**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Samuel Smith 
Liam Zhang, Eva Wu
Olivia Kim, Alex Lee

**Section B**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Samantha Smith 
Zoe Johnson, Riley Williams
Nathan Zhang, Ethan Lee
Ethan Wang, Jake Kim
Alexa Lee, Ava Kim

**Section C**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Olivia Kim 
Emily Johnson, Anna Kim
Samuel Lee, Olivia Lee
Eva Wang, Ethan Lee

**Round 4 9:00 AM**

**Section A**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Michael Smith 
Ethan Zhang, Elizabeth Wu
John Kim, Jason Lee
David Johnson, Alex Lee

**Section B**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Samantha Smith 
Zoe Johnson, Riley Williams
Nathan Zhang, Ethan Lee
Ethan Wang, Jake Kim
Alexa Lee, Ava Kim

**Section C**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Olivia Kim 
Emily Johnson, Anna Kim
Samuel Lee, Olivia Lee
Eva Wang, Ethan Lee

**Round 5 9:00 AM**

**Section A**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Michael Smith 
Ethan Zhang, Elizabeth Wu
John Kim, Jason Lee
David Johnson, Alex Lee

**Section B**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Samantha Smith 
Zoe Johnson, Riley Williams
Nathan Zhang, Ethan Lee
Ethan Wang, Jake Kim
Alexa Lee, Ava Kim

**Section C**
Room: OCKINGA AUD
Judge: Olivia Kim 
Emily Johnson, Anna Kim
Samuel Lee, Olivia Lee
Eva Wang, Ethan Lee

**INFORMATIVE SPEAKING**

**Round 1 9:00 AM**

**Section A**
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 218
Judge: Ronda Ras 
Vaishnavi Menon
Adam Algahimi
Cynthia France
Sarah Ference
Zoe Keese
Janana Khattak

**Section B**
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 220
Judge: Mary Winn 
Joslyn Loewenstein
Kyle Freudenburg
Tyler Bartolome
Paige Howland
Anna Krueger

**Section C**
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 224
Judge: Bill Gibbreath 
Darian Draft
Chloe Nielsen
Elaine Whetstine
Josh Oarhe
Aaryan Naik

**Round 2 11:00 AM**

**Section A**
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 218
Judge: Tyler Thompson 
Josh Oarhe
Paige Howland
Kyle Freudenburg
Cynthia France
Vaishnavi Menon
Aaryan Naik

**Section B**
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 220
Judge: Ed Ankrom 
Darian Draft
Sarah Ference
Zoe Keese
Chloe Nielsen
Tyler Bartolome

**Section C**
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 224
Judge: Candace Cohn 
Janana Khattak
Elaine Whetstine
Adam Algahimi
Anna Krueger
Joslyn Loewenstein

**Round 3 1:00 PM**

**Section A**
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 218
Judge: Anne Bowman 
Josh Oarhe
Elaine Whetstine
Sarah Ference
Paige Howland
Joslyn Loewenstein
Zoe Keese

**Section B**
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 220
Judge: Kathryn Fowler 
Adam Algahimi
Kyle Freudenburg
Vaishnavi Menon
Chloe Nielsen
Tyler Bartolome

**Section C**
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 224
Judge: Elizabeth Barry 
Janana Khattak
Anna Krueger
Cynthia France
Aaryan Naik
Darian Draft

**NSAA State Speech**

**2019 Class A Entries**

nssaahome.org
2019 CLASS A SPEECH ENTRIES

ORAL INTERPRETATION OF HUMOROUS PROSE

Round 1 9:00 AM
Section A
Room: WC 123E
Judge: Michael Craddock
Carlie Villar
Samantha Chanolian
Robbie Exstrom
Zoe Keese
Judge: Bruce Sedivy
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 210
Judge: Robert Friedman
Aila Ganic
Emily Kopetzky
Noah Ford
Taylor Washburn
Nicole Carracher
June Van De Graaff
Lloyd Manansala

Round 2 11:00 AM
Section A
Room: WC 123
Judge: Jeffrey Horner
Minju Lee
Pranay Mathur
Tatum Johnson
Grace Clark
Judge: Zac Franzen
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 206
Judge: Eleanor Schmeichel
Nicole Carracher
June Van De Graaff
Turner Thompson
Loyd Manansala

Round 3 1:00 PM
Section A
Room: WC 203N
Judge: Michael Craddock
Carlie Villar
Alex Nydahl
Kellan Sager
Tatum Johnson
Grace Clark

Section B
Room: WC 221E
Judge: Team Halpren
Adam Kester
Trey Leasure
Hailey Sant
Savannah Mayer
Judge: Erin Hansen
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 216
Judge: Anna Krueger
Nate Reyes
Tatum Johnson
Kellan Sager
Trey Leasure
Hailey Sant

Section C
Room: WC 238
Judge: Michelle Klaver
Kellan Sager
Kaylee Hallgren
Brayden Hicks
Brad Donovan
William Nervig
Judge: Zoe Keese
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 210
Judge: Emily Kopetzky
Nate Reyes
Tatum Johnson
Kellan Sager
Trey Leasure
Hailey Sant

ORAL INTERPRETATION OF SERIOUS PROSE

Round 1 9:00 AM
Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 120
Judge: Jennifer Christen
Lucy Tu
Joanna Bai
Zach Markussen
Sandra Leybold
Lauren Bosh
Turner Thompson
Annie Von Kampen

Section B
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 125
Judge: Cara M. Linn
Caitlin Menichetti
Emma Johns
Taylor Washburn
Noah Ford
Taylor Washburn
Kylie Miller

Section C
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 210
Judge: Enid Hansen
Aila Ganic
Emily Kopetzky
Noah Ford
Taylor Washburn
Kylie Miller

Round 2 11:00 AM
Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 208
Judge: Krista Miller
Anna Krueger
Shawn Bryde
Trey Leasure
Hailey Sant

Section B
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 215
Judge: Jon K. Miller
Aila Ganic
Emily Kopetzky
Noah Ford
Taylor Washburn

Section C
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 214
Judge: Kent R. Millington
Tristen Menichetti
Emma Johns
Aila Ganic
Ben Laws
Rahul Guda
Kyley Schmeichel

Round 3 1:00 PM
Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 212
Judge: Kendra Haller
Caitlin Menichetti
Emma Johns
Taylor Washburn

Section B
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 216
Judge: Bruce Sedivy
Aila Ganic
Ben Laws
Rahul Guda
Madison VanWyngarden

Section C
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 214
Judge: Kent R. Millington
Tristen Menichetti
Emma Johns
Aila Ganic
Ben Laws
Rahul Guda

ORAL INTERPRETATION OF POETRY

Round 1 9:00 AM
Section A
Room: CUSHING 1 19
Judge: Rick Tank
Carlie Villar
Chris Lin
Ryan Sikes
Ruthie Isaacson
Aila Ganic
Pranay Mathur

Section B
Room: CUSHING 121
Judge: Carl Linn
Tress Nelson
Robbie Exstrom
Nate Reyes
Julia Damme
Brandon Collins

Section C
Room: WC 203N
Judge: Kathleen Foner
Turner Thompson
Zoe Moser
Shawn Bryde
Sanjula Chanolian
Alex Nydahl

Round 2 11:00 AM
Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 216
Judge: Shirley Cawiezal
Carlie Villar
Chris Lin
Sanjula Chanolian
Robbie Exstrom
Zoe Moser
Brandy Collins

Section B
Room: CUSHING 1 19
Judge: Kathy Larson
Pranay Mathur
Nate Reyes
Julia Damme
Ryan Sikes
Shawn Bryde

Section C
Room: CUSHING 1 121
Judge: Patricia Koch Johns
Tress Nelson
Ruthie Isaacson
Turner Thompson
Aila Ganic
Alex Nydahl

Round 3 1:00 PM
Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 216
Judge: Michael Craddock
Carlie Villar
Alex Nydahl
Tress Nelson
Ryan Sikes
Nate Reyes
Zoe Keese

Section B
Room: WC 203N
Judge: Clark Kolterman
Aila Ganic
Sanjula Chanolian
Pranay Mathur

Section C
Room: WC 205N
Judge: Laurie Hinz
Shawn Bryde
Chris Lin
Ruthie Isaacson
Turner Thompson
Brandon Collins

PERSUASIVE SPEAKING

Round 1 9:00 AM
Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 208
Judge: Erin Hansen
Anna Krueger
Ashley Scott
Madison VanWyngarden
Skyler Knull
Zoe Keese
Kyley Schmeichel

Section B
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 210
Judge: Robert Friedman
Aila Ganic
Emily Kopetzky
Noah Ford
Ben Laws
Joanna Bai

Section C
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 214
Judge: Diana Tate
Taylor Washburn
Tristen Menichetti
Amani Al-Hamedi
Meissa Hassan
Rahul Guda

Round 2 11:00 AM
Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 208
Judge: Krista Miller
Aila Ganic
Ben Laws
Rahul Guda
Madison VanWyngarden

Section B
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 210
Judge: Bruce Sedivy
Aila Ganic
Ben Laws
Rahul Guda
Madison VanWyngarden

Section C
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 214
Judge: Kent R. Millington
Tristen Menichetti
Amani Al-Hamedi
Meissa Hassan
Rahul Guda

Round 3 1:00 PM
Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 212
Judge: Kendra Haller
Caitlin Menichetti
Emma Johns
Taylor Washburn

Section B
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 216
Judge: Bruce Sedivy
Aila Ganic
Ben Laws
Rahul Guda
Madison VanWyngarden

Section C
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 214
Judge: Kent R. Millington
Tristen Menichetti
Amani Al-Hamedi
Meissa Hassan
Rahul Guda

Nebraska School Activities Association
University of Nebraska-Lincoln Speech and Debate Team

The University of Nebraska-Lincoln is currently looking for students who are interested in joining our nationally ranked Speech & Debate Team.

- Undefeated Big Ten Champions
- 2018 Lincoln-Douglas Debate National Champion
- Six Individual Speech National Champions since 2000
- SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE!

Contact Dr. Aaron Duncan
aduncan3@unl.edu
Find us on social media

Join us for the 14th Annual

Cornhusker Summer Forensics Institute 2019

Location: University of Nebraska-Lincoln Campus
Dates: July 17th through July 21st
Cost: $500 Full Camp
      $275 Commuter Camp

Camp Goal: Our goal is that campers leave camp with at least one complete event with which they can compete during upcoming high school season.

Attend UNL’s Summer Speech Camp and receive:
- Four nights of stay in UNL’s dorm rooms
- Three meals a day for each full day of the camp
- Access to University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s extensive collection of plays and literature
- One on one coaching and group sessions with our coaching staff, featuring some of the best high school and college coaches in the nation.
- Scholarships based on financial need available

www.HuskerSpeechCamp.com
# 2019 CLASS B ENTRIES

## DUET ACTING
**Round 1 8:00 AM**

**Section A**
- Room: ADMISSIONS Sisler Room
- Judge: Jeanne Gentry
- Jane Wanek, Ryan Hunter
- Madison Mahoney, Slayde Bittner
- Claire Margetts, Abby Hyer
- Nate Fletcher, Quinn Martin
- Kathryn Kudrna, Bethany Kiekel
- Grace Cadotte, Hunter Kohl

**Section B**
- Room: FINE ARTS 264 (BAND RM)
- Judge: Donna Kramer
- Quinton Janecek, Torri Mannel
- Trace Moody, Grace Powell
- Clara Pohiman, Matthias Walters
- Jake Schmid, Drew Baldridge
- Cordell Vrbka, Emily O’Kief
- Kasey Brabec, Chloe Beltrand

**Section C**
- Room: UNION 238D
- Judge: Linda Crandall
- David Cook, William Cook
- Wes Jinks, Max Jinks
- Lillian Van Dusen, Chase Villars
- Ethan Goldfish Vinson, Madison Schwarz
- Amy Lopez Hernandez, Sabrina Reed
- Lillian Frieds, Christian Tietz

**Round 2 10:30 AM**

**Section A**
- Room: ADMISSIONS Sisler Room
- Judge: Randy Rood
- Ethan Goldfish Vinson, Madison Schwarz
- Lillian Frieds, Christian Tietz
- Jane Wanek, Ryan Hunter
- Grace Cadotte, Hunter Kohl
- Quinton Janecek, Torri Mannel
- Clara Pohiman, Matthias Walters

**Section B**
- Room: COPELAND 342
- Judge: Anne Bowman
- Amy Lopez Hernandez, Sabrina Reed
- Nate Fletcher, Quinn Martin
- Trace Moody, Grace Powell
- Kasey Brabec, Chloe Beltrand
- Claire Margetts, Abby Hyer
- Lillian Van Dusen, Chase Villars

**Section C**
- Room: UNION 312
- Judge: Mary Winn
- Kathryn Kudrna, Bethany Kiekel
- Jake Schmid, Drew Baldridge
- Cordell Vrbka, Emily O’Kief
- Wes Jinks, Max Jinks
- David Cook, William Cook
- Madison Mahoney, Slayde Bittner

## ENTERTAINMENT SPEAKING
**Round 1 8:00 AM**

**Section A**
- Room: OTTO OLSEN 135
- Judge: Bruce Sedivy
- Callie Cavanaugh
- Alyson Weber
- Sam Aden
- Makenna Welke
- Madison Reiman
- Colton Arias

**Section B**
- Room: UNION 310
- Judge: Claire Smith
- Riley Herring
- Gwen Medlock
- Zach Faz
- Chloe Beltrand
- Lauren Peters
- Milo Newman

**Section C**
- Room: UNION SANDHILLS
- Judge: Anne Bowman
- Ale Vadillo
- Lauren Ostdiek
- Alex Williams
- Grace Sinsel
- Clara Kokjer
- Sarah Gregory

**Round 2 10:30 AM**

**Section A**
- Room: COPELAND 230
- Judge: Michael Craddock
- Clara Kokjer
- Madison Reiman
- Lauren Ostdiek
- Gwen Medlock
- Alyson Weber
- Zach Faz

**Section B**
- Room: COPELAND 231
- Judge: Chris Kabes
- Chloe Beltrand
- Colton Arias
- Callie Cavanaugh
- Milo Newman
- Alex Williams
- Grace Sinsel

**Section C**
- Room: COPELAND 233
- Judge: Ruth Zrust
- Lauren Peters
- Sarah Gregory
- Ale Vadillo
- Riley Herring
- Sam Aden
- Makenna Welke

## EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING
**Round 1 8:30 AM**

**Section A**
- Room: THOMAS 115
- Judge: Skip Altig
- Caden Erickson
- Spencer Koepe
- Christopher Woerdemann
- Jack Kramer
- Hunter DeBoer
- Milo Newman

**Section B**
- Room: THOMAS 117
- Judge: Diana Tate
- Eleanah Enevoldsen
- John Helzer
- Jaela Hardin
- Lauren Philips
- Erik Rodriguez
- Isaac Davis

**Section C**
- Room: THOMAS 119
- Judge: Brian Gibson
- Emma Krab
- Abby McGill
- Nichole Harris
- Andres Cortinas
- Savanna Denton
- Jacob Smallcomb

**Round 2 11:00 AM**

**Section A**
- Room: THOMAS 115
- Judge: Bridget Barry
- Savanna Denton
- Hunter DeBoer
- Abby McGill
- John Helzer
- Spencer Koepe
- Jaela Hardin

**Section B**
- Room: THOMAS 117
- Judge: John Heineman
- Lauren Philips
- Milo Newman
- Caden Erickson
- Isaac Davis
- Nichole Harris
- Andres Cortinas

**Section C**
- Room: THOMAS 119
- Judge: Kathryn Fowler
- Erik Rodriguez
- Jacob Smallcomb
- Emma Krab
- Eleanah Enevoldsen
- Christopher Woerdemann
- Jack Kramer
INFORMATIVE SPEAKING

Round 1 8:00 AM

Section A
Room: BRUNER 269
Judge: Kathleen Foner
Abby McGill
Makenna Douglas
Spencer Koepp
Maura Loberg
Jayson Klaumann
Kaitlyn Phinney

Section B
Room: OTTO OLSEN 112
Judge: Lori Pierce
Kate Jones
Summer Lauterbach
Dylan Jensen
Sam Klemme
Colin Thieszen
Emma Krab

Section C
Room: OTTO OLSEN 126
Judge: Patricia Koch Johns
Emily Stevenson
Sadie Shriver
Arj Khan
Lauren Waskowiak
Alex Saathoff
Cassie Morse

Round 2 10:30 AM

Section A
Room: BRUNER 269
Judge: Cheryl Henrichs
Lauren Waskowiak
Cassie Morse
Abby McGill
Kaitlyn Phinney
Kate Jones
Dylan Jensen

Section B
Room: OTTO OLSEN 112
Judge: Jeffrey Horner
Alex Saathoff
Maura Loberg
Summer Lauterbach
Emma Krab
Spencer Koepp
Arj Khan

Section C
Room: OTTO OLSEN 126
Judge: Skip Altig
Jayson Klaumann
Sam Klemme
Colin Thieszen
Sadie Shriver
Emily Stevenson
Makenna Douglas

ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA

Round 1 8:00 AM

Section A
Room: FINE ARTS ExTh (103)
Judge: Ruth Zrust
Lauren Patton, Jayson Klaumann, Michaela Buchii, Taylea Mills
Drew Persieghl, Connor Utech, Eric Tomjack, Eric Opheim, Josh Hoins
Cameron Stough, Hunter Thomas, Sadie Shriver, Trace Moody
Emily Siebenhor, Abby Thramer, Kaden Garcia, Alexander Huertas, Mariana Hermosillo

Section B
Room: UNION 312
Judge: Randy Rood
Patrick Herchenbach, Isaac Ostdiek, Julia Pichler, Lauren Ostdiek, Madde Blaser
Braden Adams, Madalyn Lobmeyer, Isaac Rolf, Alyssa Borgman, Virginia Glaser
Ben Hahn, Ryan Hunter, Colin Thieszen, Bryan Willey, Christian White
Mary Newman, Olivia Longmore, Torri Mannel, Deacon Dameron, Lyndsey Gross
Lauren Peters, Jake Schmid, Drew Baldridge, Aislinn Luther, Sam Bunyard

Section C
Room: UNION ANTELOPE
Judge: Taryn Retzlaff
Noah Korth, Katie Stachura, Gwen Stachura, Zoë Euteneuer, Debanhi Adame-Hernandez
Sam Klemme, Quinn Martin, Nate Fletcher, Sam Heffron

Round 2 10:30 AM

Section A
Room: CALVIN Jennings 209
Judge: Bill Gilbreath
Elandra Johnson, Eva Kellogg, Nick Starns, Riley Herring
Liam Spieker, Dylan Anderson, Isaac Davis, Christopher Woerdemann, Walker Hochstein
Isaiah Henderson, Quinton Janecek, Madi Walker, Mark Karpf, Kennie McFarland
Braden Adams, Madalyn Lobmeyer, Isaac Rolf, Alyssa Borgman, Virginia Glaser
Drew Persieghl, Connor Utech, Eric Tomjack, Eric Opheim, Josh Hoins
Ben Hahn, Ryan Hunter, Colin Thieszen, Bryan Willey, Christian White

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS 264 (BAND RM)
Judge: Linda Crandall
Mary Newman, Olivia Longmore, Torri Mannel, Deacon Dameron, Lyndsey Gross
Lauren Peters, Jake Schmid, Drew Baldridge, Aislinn Luther, Sam Bunyard
Lauren Patton, Jayson Klaumann, Michaela Buchii, Taylea Mills
Jayden Taylor, Derek Mason, Connor Parker, Preston Vaughn, Emma Murphy
Noah Korth, Katie Stachura, Gwen Stachura, Zoë Euteneuer, Debanhi Adame-Hernandez
Sam Klemme, Quinn Martin, Nate Fletcher, Sam Heffron

Section C
Room: FINE ARTS ExTh (103)
Judge: Jack Garrison
Samuel Eesley, Ethan Nemec, Ethan Domsch, William Cook, David Cook
Noah Niemeyer, Maddie Starr, Charlotte Schuerman, Zach Faz
Andrea Saver, Elias Dallmann, Kaitlyn Phinney, Grace Sinsef, Bradyn Heiss
Sam Klemme, Quinn Martin, Nate Fletcher, Sam Heffron
Isaiah Henderson, Quinton Janecek, Madi Walker, Mark Karpf, Kennie McFarland
Elandra Johnson, Eva Kellogg, Nick Starns, Riley Herring
Noah Niemeyer, Maddie Starr, Charlotte Schuerman, Zach Faz
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2019 CLASS B ENTRIES

ORAL INTERPRETATION
OF HUMOROUS PROSE

Round 1 8:00 AM

Section A
Room: FINE ARTS DRAKE
Judge: Steven Millnitz
Ben Hahn
Ben Thalken
Amy Lopez Hernandez
Kaylee Lahti
Ellie Higgins
Alyssa Moser

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS Recital
Judge: Jan Hrinze
Zander Wells
Grace Powell
Matthias Walters
Isak Chancellor
Mitchell Lierman
Maddie Sandstrom

Section C
Room: UNION 238E
Judge: Ronda Ras
Alexandra Zaleski
Colton Arias
Bryan Willey
Kasey Brabec
Elandra Johnson

Round 2 10:30 AM

Section A
Room: BRUNER 177
Judge: Mary Thieman
Ben Hahn
Alyssa Moser
Zander Wells
Matthias Walters

Section B
Room: BRUNER 267
Judge: Kathryn Fowler
Alyssa Riha
Sebastian Boelhower
Rachel Rawlings
Maureen Pieper
Madison Schwarz

Section C
Room: MITCHELL CENTER 148
Judge: Amy Hostetler
Sydney Fuehrer
Mariana Hermosillo
Kate Millington
Britney Kourma
Caroline Friend
Ellie Higgins

ORAL INTERPRETATION
OF POETRY

Round 1 8:00 AM

Section A
Room: CALVIN Jennings 209
Judge: Sue Herdt
Alexandra Zaleski
Brigit Shultz
Allyson Weber
Adam Flowers
Emma Murphy

Section B
Room: CALVIN Lower Level 013
Judge: Mary Thieman
Rachel Orth
Ashley Hernandez
Elia Maack
Jazzmine Farr
Mary Waller
Sabrina Reed

Section C
Room: MITCHELL CENTER 148
Judge: Kathy Fowler
Alyssa Riha
Sebastian Boelhower
Rachel Rawlings
Maureen Pieper
Madison Schwarz

Round 2 10:30 AM

Section A
Room: BRUNER 177
Judge: Brian Gibson
Britney Kourma
Ellie Higgins
Maddie Starr
Ethan Domsch
Wes Jinks

Section B
Room: BRUNER 267
Judge: Amy Hostetler
Sydney Fuehrer
Mariana Hermosillo
Kate Millington
Britney Kourma
Caroline Friend
Ellie Higgins

Section C
Room: BRUNER 177
Judge: Nancy Woeppe1
Maddie Starr
Cassandra Macholan
Max Jinks
Amanda Envick
Kathryn Kudrna
Ethan Domsch

ORAL INTERPRETATION
OF SERIOUS PROSE

Round 1 8:00 AM

Section A
Room: BRUNER 177
Judge: Nancy Woeppe1
Natalie Stuthman
Max Jinks
Amanda Envick
Kathryn Kudrna
Ethan Domsch

Section B
Room: BRUNER 267
Judge: Kathy Fowler
Alyssa Riha
Elia Maack
Jazzmine Farr
Mary Waller
Sabrina Reed

Section C
Room: MITCHELL CENTER 148
Judge: Amy Hostetler
Sydney Fuehrer
Mariana Hermosillo
Kate Millington
Britney Kourma
Caroline Friend
Ellie Higgins

Round 2 10:30 AM

Section A
Room: BRUNER 177
Judge: Nancy Woeppe1
Natalie Stuthman
Max Jinks
Amanda Envick
Kathryn Kudrna
Ethan Domsch

Section B
Room: BRUNER 267
Judge: Kathy Fowler
Alyssa Riha
Elia Maack
Jazzmine Farr
Mary Waller
Sabrina Reed

Section C
Room: MITCHELL CENTER 148
Judge: Amy Hostetler
Sydney Fuehrer
Mariana Hermosillo
Kate Millington
Britney Kourma
Caroline Friend
Ellie Higgins

PERSUASIVE SPEAKING

Round 1 8:00 AM

Section A
Room: COPELAND 335
Judge: Cheryl Henrichs
Savanna Denton
Eleahah Enevoldsen
Salma Silva
Markus Ramsey
Rehbeke Knowlton
Shruthi Kumar

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS 113
Judge: Carl Linnerson
Leslie Fuente
Ethan Goldfish Vinson
Lauren Philips
Alex Saathoff
Zoe Kraus
Jaela Hardin

Section C
Room: MITCHELL CENTER 148
Judge: Amy Hostetler
Sydney Fuehrer
Mariana Hermosillo
Kate Millington
Britney Kourma
Caroline Friend
Ellie Higgins

Round 2 10:30 AM

Section A
Room: COPELAND 335
Judge: Cheryl Henrichs
Savanna Denton
Eleahah Enevoldsen
Salma Silva
Markus Ramsey
Rehbeke Knowlton
Shruthi Kumar

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS 113
Judge: Carl Linnerson
Leslie Fuente
Ethan Goldfish Vinson
Lauren Philips
Alex Saathoff
Zoe Kraus
Jaela Hardin

Section C
Room: OTTO OLSEN 135
Judge: Kent Warneke
Zoe Kraus
Natasha Macholan
Patrick Collins
Leslie Fuente
Ethan Goldfish Vinson
Eleahah Enevoldsen
Lauren Philips
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Round 1 9:30 a.m.

Section A
Room: FINE ARTS Recital
Judge: Claire Smith
Alex Barnette, Leyla Vargas
Stephanie Wright, Abby Mousel
Jonathan Vacek, Sadie Fidelike
Rockney Peck, James Kinnison
Karis Andres, Megan Fehr
Kirsten Bell, Neleigh Kovar

Section B
Room: UNION 238E
Judge: Jan Hinze
Abigail Jacobs, Katie Magiera
Brooke Jensen, Braden Myers
Max Ward, Jared Mulder
Zackary Wellnitz, Ryan Wellnitz
Leandra Rodriguez, Peyton Banks
Travis Roh, Suzanne Oborny

Section C
Room: UNION SANDHILLS
Judge: Steven Millnitz
Zander Gibney, Harley Cave
Ryan Johnson, Sophia Schroeder
Calvin Stoeger, Kaylee Vavra
Dylan Delka, Janae Arens
Ashley Roemmich, Carter Ossian
Naudia Larsen, Madeline Wittstruck

Round 2 12:30 PM

Section A
Room: ADMISSIONS Sisler Room
Judge: Ed Ankrom
Dylan Delka, Janae Arens
Naudia Larsen, Madeline Wittstruck
Alex Barnette, Leyla Vargas
Kirsten Bell, Neleigh Kovar
Abigail Jacobs, Katie Magiera
Max Ward, Jared Mulder

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS DRAKE
Judge: Skip Allig
Ashley Roemmich, Carter Ossian
Rockney Peck, James Kinnison
Brooke Jensen, Braden Myers
Travis Roh, Suzanne Oborny
Jonathan Vacek, Sadie Fidelike
Calvin Stoeger, Kaylee Vavra

Section C
Room: UNION 310
Judge: Mary Winn
Karis Andres, Megan Fehr
Zackary Wellnitz, Ryan Wellnitz
Leandra Rodriguez, Peyton Banks
Ryan Johnson, Sophia Schroeder
Zander Gibney, Harley Cave
Stephanie Wright, Abby Mousel

ENTERTAINMENT SPEAKING

Round 1 8:30 AM

Section A
Room: COPELAND 142
Judge: A. J. Johnson
Jenna Eichthaler
Jonathan Vacek
Jacob Drake
Zaynab Kouatli
Carter Anderson
Wyatt Nun

Section B
Room: COPELAND 230
Judge: Michelle Kluer
Zander Gibney
Grace Woodraska
Jacob Stulken
Macie Timm
Maya Brown
Ebani Filbert

Section C
Room: COPELAND 231
Judge: Jeffrey Horner
Karis Andres
Kael Jakub
Kaci Baier
Grace McDonald
David Swotek
Calvin Stoeger

Round 2 12:30 PM

Section A
Room: COPELAND 142
Judge: Cheryl Henrichs
David Swotek
Carter Anderson
Kael Jakub
Grace Woodraska
Jonathan Vacek
Jacob Stulken

Section B
Room: COPELAND 230
Judge: Mariann Von Rein
Macie Timm
Wyatt Nun
Jenna Eichthaler
Ebani Filbert
Kaci Baier
Grace McDonald

Section C
Room: COPELAND 231
Judge: Jeffrey Horner
Karis Andres
Kael Jakub
Grace Woodraska
Jonathan Vacek
Jacob Stulken

Section A
Room: ADMISSIONS Sisler Room
Judge: Ed Ankrom
Dylan Delka, Janae Arens
Naudia Larsen, Madeline Wittstruck
Alex Barnette, Leyla Vargas
Kirsten Bell, Neleigh Kovar
Abigail Jacobs, Katie Magiera
Max Ward, Jared Mulder

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS DRAKE
Judge: Skip Allig
Ashley Roemmich, Carter Ossian
Rockney Peck, James Kinnison
Brooke Jensen, Braden Myers
Travis Roh, Suzanne Oborny
Jonathan Vacek, Sadie Fidelike
Calvin Stoeger, Kaylee Vavra

Section C
Room: UNION 310
Judge: Mary Winn
Karis Andres, Megan Fehr
Zackary Wellnitz, Ryan Wellnitz
Leandra Rodriguez, Peyton Banks
Ryan Johnson, Sophia Schroeder
Zander Gibney, Harley Cave
Stephanie Wright, Abby Mousel

EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING

Round 1 9:00 AM

Section A
Room: THOMAS 108
Judge: Cheryl Henrichs
David Swotek
Carter Anderson
Kael Jakub
Grace Woodraska
Jonathan Vacek
Jacob Stulken

Section B
Room: THOMAS 111
Judge: John Heineman
Ryan Poppert
Scott Wright
Cooper Sheets
Ashlon Reimer
Jacie Lussetto
Aaron Owen

Section C
Room: THOMAS 113
Judge: Candace Cain
Daniel Sechler
Madeline King
Mark Venteicher
Sam Wilkins
Janie Xu
Luka Benjamin

Round 2 12:30 PM

Section A
Room: THOMAS 108
Judge: Cheryl Henrichs
David Swotek
Carter Anderson
Kael Jakub
Grace Woodraska
Jonathan Vacek
Jacob Stulken

Section B
Room: THOMAS 111
Judge: John Heineman
Ryan Poppert
Scott Wright
Cooper Sheets
Ashlon Reimer
Jacie Lussetto
Aaron Owen

Section C
Room: THOMAS 113
Judge: Candace Cain
Daniel Sechler
Madeline King
Mark Venteicher
Sam Wilkins
Janie Xu
Luka Benjamin
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## INFORMATIVE SPEAKING

### Round 1 8:30 AM

**Section A**
- Room: BRUNER 270
- Judge: Tyler Thompson
- Max Ward
- Kaitlyn Otto
- Trevor Krasan
- Brianna Liu
- Katrina Meier
- Katie Fischer

**Section B**
- Room: CALVIN Lower Level 015
- Judge: Kent Warneke
- Emily Dalton
- Veronica Peck
- Delaney Tracy
- Laurel Ockander
- Elise Frook
- Adriana Hood

**Section C**
- Room: MITCHELL CENTER 147
- Judge: Shari Johnson
- Nicole Messbarger
- Aakash Mehta
- Shelby White
- Ben Andres
- Jenna Williams
- Jessica Svoboda

### Round 2 12:30 PM

**Section A**
- Room: BRUNER 270
- Judge: Jean Miller
- Jenna Williams
- Katrina Meier
- Aakash Mehta
- Kaitlyn Otto
- Delaney Tracy

**Section B**
- Room: CALVIN Lower Level 015
- Judge: Doug Frank
- Laurel Ockander
- Katie Fischer
- Max Ward
- Adriana Hood
- Shelby White
- Ben Andres

**Section C**
- Room: MITCHELL CENTER 147
- Judge: Kathleen Foner
- Elise Frook
- Jessica Svoboda
- Nicole Messbarger
- Emily Dalton
- Trevor Krasan
- Brianna Liu

## ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA

### Round 1 9:30 AM

**Section A**
- Room: FINE ARTS DRAKE
- Judge: Bruce Sedivy
- Zander Johnson, Hunter Verhage, Brock Godown, Trevor Meyer, Braden Myers
- Zach Chromy, Libby Aschoff, Hannah Moravec, Hayden Schawang, Eli Reiter
- Malaki Holmes, Matthew Benton, Jaylin Jensen, Emily Nelsen, Alison Nelsen

**Section B**
- Room: UNION 238A
- Judge: Robyn Dalton
- Ashlyn Brown, Savanah Ellis, Eric Ellis, Maggie Lammers, Brooke Jorgenson
- Alyssa Bell, Isabella Bialas, Rachel Hartgerink, Joshua Ramsdell, Tatum Vondra
- Olivia Freeze, Leyla Vargas, Elijah Smith, Cassidy Coalson, Ben Lussetto

**Section C**
- Room: UNION 310
- Judge: Katie Fox Davis
- Lucas Smith, Alex Barnette, Tiana Rice, Zeth Patterson, Trevor Krasan
- Neleigh Kvar, Ebani Filbert, Preston Beringer, Kirsten Bell, Ashley Roemrich
- Emily Saadi, Samantha Homan, Ben Homan, Mason Casper, Vinnie Martin

### Round 2 12:30 PM

**Section A**
- Room: FINE ARTS Recital
- Judge: Jennifer Christen
- Becca Thompson, Megan Schroeder, Claire Raabe

**Section B**
- Room: UNION 238A
- Judge: Robert Friedman
- Kyra Scanlon, Rachael Binstock, Tommy Benes, Tanner Langemeier, Halie Heimstra

**Section C**
- Room: UNION 238E
- Judge: Bridget Barry
- Maiya Baumann, Elizabeth Harris, Zane Gleason, Greta Guercilena, Caydan Retzlaff
- Mark Venteicher, Janae Arens, Dylan Delka, Katrina Meier, Macie Timm
ORAL INTERPRETATION
HUMOROUS PROSE

Round 1 8:30 AM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 130
Judge: Laurie Hinz
Hunter Verhage
Becca Hanson
Travis Roh
Ben Homan
Malaki Holmes
Rachael Binstock

Section B
Room: COPELAND 131
Judge: Doug Frank
Jared Mulder
Nate Andrews
Surya Buddharaju
Grace McDonald
Evan Jones-Hazledine
Maiya Baumann

Section C
Room: COPELAND 140
Judge: Rachel Haider
Tanner Langemeier
Brooke Jorgenson
Rockney Peck
Zeth Patterson
Jude Yindrick
Trevor Meyer

Round 2 12:30 PM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 130
Judge: Nancy Woeppel
Jude Yindrick
Malaki Holmes
Brooke Jorgenson
Nate Andres
Surya Buddharaju

Section B
Room: COPELAND 131
Judge: A. J. Johnson
Grace McDonald
Rachael Binstock
Hunter Verhage
Maiya Baumann
Rockney Peck
Zeth Patterson

Section C
Room: COPELAND 140
Judge: Gailen Volquardsen
Gwen Donner
Destiny McCaul
Kiana Schuster
Scott Wright
Laura Liu

ROUND 2 12:30 PM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 333
Judge: Tyler Thompson
Sophia Birch
Jocelyn Shea
Libby Aschoff
Haleigh Diltz
Mequel Wilson
Olivia Freeze

Section B
Room: OTTO OLSEN 136
Judge: Enid Hansen
Elli Springer
Veronica Peek
Sienna Sohler
Sophia Birch
Surya Buddharaju
Jocelyn Shea

Section C
Room: OTTO OLSEN 138
Judge: Jack Garrison
Rita Woodraska
Omri Smith
Daniel Riddle
Naudia Larsen
Clayton Harris
Alyssa Blohm

ROUND 2 12:30 PM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 333
Judge: Gailen Volquardsen
Gwen Donner
Destiny McCaul
Kiana Schuster
Scott Wright
Laura Liu

Section B
Room: COPELAND 242
Judge: Mariann Von Rein
Katharine Wadas
Hayden Schwang
John Plasencio
Jaden Berlin
Brett Thieman
Tori Stoldorf

Section C
Room: MITCHELL CENTER 133
Judge: Jack Garrison
Rita Woodraska
Omri Smith
Daniel Riddle
Naudia Larsen
Clayton Harris
Alyssa Blohm

ROUND 2 12:30 PM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 333
Judge: Gailen Volquardsen
Gwen Donner
Destiny McCaul
Kiana Schuster
Scott Wright
Laura Liu

Section B
Room: COPELAND 242
Judge: Mariann Von Rein
Katharine Wadas
Hayden Schwang
John Plasencio
Jaden Berlin
Brett Thieman
Tori Stoldorf

Section C
Room: MITCHELL CENTER 133
Judge: Jack Garrison
Rita Woodraska
Omri Smith
Daniel Riddle
Naudia Larsen
Clayton Harris
Alyssa Blohm

PERSUASIVE SPEAKING

Round 1 8:30 AM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 342
Judge: Shauna Baker
Katelyn Roth
Trinity Flores
Cartier Richardson
Nic Euse
Halle Jacobs
Halie Heimstra

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS 212
Judge: Robert Friedman
Seerat Balraj
Maddy Stock
Jessica Williams
Emily Dalton
Alyssa Erthum
Becca Thompson

Section C
Room: FINE ARTS 263
Judge: John Heineman
Brianna Liu
Kylee McLean
Whitney Hauge
Lexie Jackson
Tyson Harney
Tori Stoldorf

Round 2 12:30 PM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 342
Judge: Steven Millnitz
Tyson Harney
Halle Jacobs
Kylee McLean
Maddy Stock
Trinity Flores
Jessica Williams

Section B
Room: COPELAND 219
Judge: Diana Tate
Emily Dalton
Halle Heimstra
Katelyn Roth
Becca Thompson
Whitney Hauge
Lexie Jackson

Section C
Room: FINE ARTS 263
Judge: Kathy Larson
Alyssa Erthum
Tori Stoldorf
Brianna Liu
Seerat Balraj
Cartier Richardson
Nic Euse
2018 TEAM CHAMPIONS

CLASS A
Millard North

CLASS B
York

CLASS C1
David City
2018 TEAM CHAMPIONS

CLASS C2
Hartington-Newcastle

CLASS D1
Plainview

CLASS D2
Verdigre
**DUET ACTING**

**Round 1 8:00 AM**

**Section A**
- Room: CALVIN Jennings 209
- Judge: Zac Franzen
- Grace Whaley, Lyric Hughes
- Abbe Morten, Belle Harms
- Carson Moritz, Benjamin Moritz
- Rachel Smith, Chase Dawson
- Maverick Naughtin, Bonnie Naughtin
- Emma Shubert, Grace Kanel

**Section B**
- Room: UNION 238E
- Judge: Michelle Kluver
- Faith Stewart, Emma Stewart
- Hellerich, Walker
- Abraham Vidaurre, Molly Feile
- Grant Gibson, Angelee Rump
- Dylan Dendinger, Isaac Bruning
- Halle Strong, Olivia Janssen

**Section C**
- Room: UNION ANTELOPE
- Judge: Patricia Koch Johns
- Luke Partsch, Piper Monson
- Noah Hass, Tobias Steffensmeier
- Paul McConville, Walter Fitzsimmons
- Kaylee Koch, Gabriel Potts
- Allison Vrooman, Eileen Burkhart
- Jayden Kalinowski, Colleen Fulton

**Round 2 11:00 AM**

**Section A**
- Room: ADMISSIONS Sisler Room
- Judge: Linda Crandall
- Allison Vrooman, Eileen Burkhart
- Noah Hass, Tobias Steffensmeier
- Hellerich, Walker
- Abbe Morten, Belle Harms
- Abraham Vidaurre, Molly Feile

**Section B**
- Room: FINE ARTS 264 (BAND RM)
- Judge: Bill Gilbreath
- Grant Gibson, Angelee Rump
- Emma Shubert, Grace Kanel
- Grace Whaley, Lyric Hughes
- Halle Strong, Olivia Janssen
- Paul McConville, Walter Fitzsimmons
- Kaylee Koch, Gabriel Potts

**Section C**
- Room: OCKINGA AUD
- Judge: Kathy Larson
- Dylan Dendinger, Isaac Bruning
- Jayden Kalinowski, Colleen Fulton
- Luke Partsch, Piper Monson
- Faith Stewart, Emma Stewart
- Carson Moritz, Benjamin Moritz
- Rachel Smith, Chase Dawson

**ENTERTAINMENT SPEAKING**

**Round 1 9:30 AM**

**Section A**
- Room: COPELAND 131
- Judge: Linda Crandall
- Luke Partsch
- Sam Harms
- Creighton Harrington
- Ian Sihm
- Angelee Rump
- Yong Wang

**Section B**
- Room: COPELAND 242
- Judge: Kent Warneke
- Noah Hass
- Renee Box
- George Arthur
- Olivia Sis
- Tyler Janssen
- Chandler Stroda

**Section C**
- Room: FINE ARTS 302
- Judge: Bridget Barry
- Dakota Cherney
- Corey Gardner
- Ani Acone
- Brendan Westlake
- Halle Mann
- Anna Schmidt

**Round 2 12:30 PM**

**Section A**
- Room: COPELAND 130
- Judge: Ed Ankrom
- Halle Mann
- Angelee Rump
- Corey Gardner
- Renee Box
- Sam Harms
- George Arthur

**Section B**
- Room: COPELAND 142
- Judge: Claire Smith
- Olivia Sis
- Yong Wang
- Luke Partsch
- Chandler Stroda
- Ani Acone
- Brendan Westlake

**Section C**
- Room: COPELAND 342
- Judge: Keli Margritz
- Tyler Janssen
- Anna Schmidt
- Dakota Cherney
- Noah Hass
- Creighton Harrington
- Ian Sihm

**EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING**

**Round 1 9:30 AM**

**Section A**
- Room: THOMAS 108
- Judge: Bill Gilbreath
- Jadyn Burenheide
- Xavier Herman
- Brian Johnson
- Cami Fulton
- Matthew Wendell
- Ethan Roberts

**Section B**
- Room: THOMAS 113
- Judge: Kent R. Millington
- Temo Molina
- Ellery Simpson
- Weston Svoboda
- Harley Williams
- Anastasia Popham
- Noah Shackelford

**Section C**
- Room: THOMAS 119
- Judge: Bruce Sedivy
- Moriah Aberle
- Brian Potts
- Jobe Sullivan
- Arwen Zhang
- Matthew Ford
- Maverick Naughtin

**Round 2 12:00 PM**

**Section A**
- Room: THOMAS 115
- Judge: Mary Rau
- Arwen Zhang
- Maverick Naughtin
- Jadyn Burenheide
- Ethan Roberts
- Temo Molina
- Weston Svoboda

**Section B**
- Room: THOMAS 119
- Judge: Skip Altig
- Matthew Ford
- Cami Fulton
- Ellery Simpson
- Noah Shackelford
- Brian Johnson
- Jobe Sullivan

**Section C**
- Room: THOMAS 212
- Judge: Shari Johnson
- Matthew Wendell
- Harley Williams
- Anastasia Popham
- Brian Potts
- Moriah Aberle
- Xavier Herman
INFORMATIVE SPEAKING

Round 1 9:30 AM

Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 216
Judge: Mary Thieman
Taylor Schieffer
Claire Harrison
Elizabeth Karnopp
Bridget Linton
Matilyn Stalder
Ellie Granger

Section B
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 220
Judge: Peggy Belt
Chloe' Pieper
Madison Gerken
McKenzie Johnson
Lindsee Wentworth
Morgan Burke
Mariah Watson

Section C
Room: CUSHING 119
Judge: Anne Bowman
Leo Bykerk
Brooke Meister
Willia Scoville
Chloe Harms
Sam McArtor
Sabrina Ellenwood

Round 2 12:30 PM

Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 216
Judge: Robert Friedman
Chloe' Pieper
Chloe Harms
Sabrina Ellenwood
Taylor Schiefer
Ellie Granger

Section B
Room: COPELAND 231
Judge: Blaine Christen
Sam McArtor
Bridget Linton
Madison Gerken
Mariah Watson
Elizabeth Karnopp
Willia Scoville

Section C
Room: COPELAND 333
Judge: Jeffrey Horner
Matilyn Stalder
Lindsee Wentworth
Morgan Burke
Brooke Meister
Leo Bykerk
Claire Harrison

ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA

Round 1 8:00 AM

Section A
Room: FINE ARTS DRAKE
Judge: Becky Stahr
Creighton Harrington, Jayden Kalinowski, Lindsi Loos, Jakob Landers, Liam Heil
Molly Kammerer, Riley Books, Morgan Burke
George Arthur, Tony Bykerk, Benjamin Moritz, Carson Moritz, Leo Bykerk
Anna Wooldrik, Brooke Meister, Macey Wooldrik, Makenna Rolf
Autumn Lammers, Sam Harms, Dylan Dendinger, Abbe Morten, Shaye Morten
Dominic Smith, Brandon Beeson, Brianna Connelly, Anna Schmidt, Clara Janssen

Section B
Room: UNION 238A
Judge: Jean Miller
Kristen Wetovick, Jurnee Patton, Ryan Hellbusch, Elizabeth Cunningham
Gabriel Potts, Kaylee Koch, Hannah Van Heek, Connor Dahl, Tyler Janssen
Alisen Neiwohner, Andrew Frantzuebbers, Gabi Goeden, Tobias Steffensmeier, Xavier Steffensmeier
Randi Reikofski, Makayla Silva, Janessa Jorgensen, Haylie Horton, Sydney Badura
Molly Feile, Gus Pope, Noah Arent, Abraham Vidaurre, Rylee Hogue
Emma Wareham, Emma Stewart, Brooklyn Elwood, Bonnie Naughtin, Abbie Morris

Section C
Room: UNION 312
Judge: Enid Hansen
Bridget Praest, Jillian Grovijohn, Grace Dvorak, Rami Hinrichs, Jordan Heinz, Atley Van Emmerik, Kristen Rohrer, Serenity Caves
Lehn, Juhl, Hellerich, Walker, Ruyle
Sam McArtor, Matthew Wendell, Jacob Woodmancy, Peyton Woodmancy, Keshia Leeper
Jillian Mertz, Anastasia Brugger, Hadley Wiemer, Sydney Siebert
Bennet Sievers, Teagan Scoggan, Reece Morten, Parker Hopping, Isaac Bruning

Round 2 11:00 AM

Section A
Room: FINE ARTS ExTh (103)
Judge: Michelle Kluver
Sam McArtor, Matthew Wendell, Jacob Woodmancy, Peyton Woodmancy, Keshia Leeper
Bennet Sievers, Teagan Scoggan, Reece Morten, Parker Hopping, Isaac Bruning
Creighton Harrington, Jayden Kalinowski, Lindsi Loos, Jakob Landers, Liam Heil
Dominic Smith, Brandon Beeson, Brianna Connelly, Anna Schmidt, Clara Janssen
Alisen Neiwohner, Andrew Frantzuebbers, Gabi Goeden, Tobias Steffensmeier, Xavier Steffensmeier

Section B
Room: UNION 310
Judge: Shauna Baker
Jillian Mertz, Anastasia Brugger, Hadley Wiemer, Sydney Siebert
Anna Wooldrik, Brooke Meister, Macey Wooldrik, Makenna Rolf
Gabriel Potts, Kaylee Koch, Hannah Van Heek, Connor Dahl, Tyler Janssen
Emma Wareham, Emma Stewart, Brooklyn Elwood, Bonnie Naughtin, Abbie Morris
George Arthur, Tony Bykerk, Benjamin Moritz, Carson Moritz, Leo Bykerk
Lehn, Juhl, Hellerich, Walker, Ruyle

Section C
Room: UNION SANDHILLS
Judge: Tyler Thompson
Autumn Lammers, Sam Harms, Dylan Dendinger, Abbe Morten, Shaye Morten
Randi Reikofski, Makayla Silva, Janessa Jorgensen, Haylie Horton, Sydney Badura
Molly Feile, Gus Pope, Noah Arent, Abraham Vidaurre, Rylee Hogue
Rami Hinrichs, Jordan Heinz, Atley Van Emmerik, Kristen Rohrer, Serenity Caves
Bridget Praest, Jillian Grovijohn, Grace Dvorak
Molly Kammerer, Riley Books, Morgan Burke
NSAA State Speech

2019 CLASS C2 ENTRIES

ORAL INTERPRETATION
HUMOROUS PROSE

Round 1 8:00 AM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 131
Judge: Ed Ankrom
Shayla Bennett
Lilly Praest
Jacob Woodmancy
Calvin Schieffer
Grace Kanel
Colleen Fulton

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS Recital
Judge: Randy Rood
Samuel Dekleva
Reed Greger
Shaye Morten
Chloe Hintz
Anna Hoffman
Macey Wooldrik

Section C
Room: OCKINGA CON
Judge: Dashiell Rohan
Brendan Westlake
Philip Boyd
Allison Vrooman
Grant Gibson
Asa Sinachack
Austin Herr

Round 2 11:00 AM
Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 125
Judge: Anne Bowman
Grant Gibson
Austin Herr
Shayla Bennett
Colleen Fulton
Samuel Dekleva
Shaye Morten

Section B
Room: COPELAND 242
Judge: Kathryn Fowler
Asa Sinachack
Calvin Schieffer
Reed Greger
Macey Wooldrik
Jacob Woodmancy
Allison Vrooman

Section C
Room: FINE ARTS 312
Judge: Rick Tank
Grace Kanel
Chloe Hintz
Anna Hoffman
Philip Boyd
Brendan Westlake
Lilly Praest

ORAL INTERPRETATION
OF POETRY

Round 1 8:00 AM
Section A
Room: FINE ARTS 113
Judge: Quinten Lyon
Tiffany Pearson
Atley Van Emmerik
Michaela Hegemann
Haylie Horton
Summer Postlewait
Sadie Uhing

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS 212
Judge: Peggy Belt
Makenna Rolf
Trinity Turner
Makaylin Kahrs
Jennabella Vasco
Catalina Knox
Maggiie Harris

Section C
Room: FINE ARTS 219
Judge: Michael Cradduck
Maci McCarter
Morgan Stratman
Karline Olson
Olivia Janssen
Brianna Hopping
Desyree Nelson

Round 2 11:00 AM
Section A
Room: CALVIN Lower Level 013
Judge: Jarod Ockander
Olivia Janssen
Desyree Nelson
Trinity Turner
Makenna Rolf
Makaylin Kahrs

Section B
Room: COPELAND 230
Judge: Becky Stahr
Brianna Hopping
Haylie Horton
Trinity Turner
Maggie Harris
Michaela Hegemann
Karinne Olson

Section C
Room: COPELAND 233
Judge: Jean Miller
Summer Postlewait
Jennabella Vasco
Catalina Knox
Morgan Stratman
Maci McCarter
Atley Van Emmerik

ORAL INTERPRETATION
OF SERIOUS PROSE

Round 1 9:30 AM
Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 120
Judge: Kathy Larson
Joseph Hiatt
Alysa Reiken
Joseph Hiatt
Morgan Stratman
Johanna Sughrue

Section B
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 206
Judge: Rick Tank
Hannah Whitson
Amanda Aerts
Maggie Harris
Autumn Lammers
Ashlyn Winder
Piper Monson

Section C
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 210
Judge: Dashiell Rohan
Madi Felt
Haylee Miller
Isaac Weander
Tiffany Pearson
Emma Wareham
Raegan Hoyle

Round 2 12:30 PM
Section A
Room: BRUNER 177
Judge: Kent R. Millington
Tiffany Pearson
Raegan Hoyle
Joseph Hiatt
Johanna Sughrue
Hannah Whitson
Maggiie Harris

Section B
Room: BRUNER 267
Judge: Kelly Wieting
Emma Wareham
Laura Frei
Amanda Aerts
Piper Monson
Moriah Aberle
Isaac Weander

Section C
Room: BRUNER 268
Judge: Dashiel Rohan
Morgan Stratman
Summer Postlewait
Autumn Lammers
Ashlyn Winder
Haylee Miller
Madi Felt
Alysa Reiken

PERSUASIVE SPEAKING

Round 1 8:00 AM
Section A
Room: OTTO OLSEN 112
Judge: Anne Bowman
Desteny Miller
Jadyn Brooks
Brianna Hopping
Tenny Sebek
Caleb Jones
Lexie Brester

Section B
Room: OTTO OLSEN 126
Judge: Shauna Baker
Madison Kirchoff
Hallie Gutzwiller
Anna Wooldrik
Yong Wang
Katie Patrick
Erie Meisenheimer

Section C
Room: OTTO OLSEN 138
Judge: Jarod Ockander
Raegan Hoyle
Holly Timmerman
Jillian Stark
Meghan Bishop
Leighton Mlady
Claire Harrison

Round 2 11:00 AM
Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 218
Judge: Kelly Wieting
Leighton Mlady
Caleb Jones
Holly Timmerman
Hallie Gutzwiller
Jadyn Brooks
Anna Wooldrik

Section B
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 220
Judge: Dashiel Rohan
Yong Wang
Lexie Brester
Desteny Miller
Erie Meisenheimer
Jillian Stark
Meghan Bishop

Section C
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 224
Judge: Quinten Lyon
Katie Patrick
Claire Harrison
Raegan Hoyle
Madison Kirchoff
Brianna Hopping
Tenny Sebek
**DUET ACTING**

**Round 1 9:30 AM**

**Section A**
Room: FINE ARTS 113  
Judge: Kathleen Foner  
Zane Bertrand, Yasmine Bender  
Wyatt Whitten, Elli Stephens  
Damin Ludke, Eben Rosentrater  
KayLee Jo Reinke, Caleb Jalas  
Macey Widick, Emily Mann  
Kylie Mosel, Kenzie Mosel

**Section B**
Room: OTTO OLSEN 136  
Judge: Claire Smith  
Hansen, Burnside  
Glatter, Whitesel  
Payton Morrow, Paige Morrow  
Will Whited, Triniti Gembica  
Elizabeth Johnson, Ruth Johnson  
Joshua Hoff-Boring, Isaiah Spruth-Janssen

**Section C**
Room: UNION 238D  
Judge: Mary Rau  
Christian Wiegert, Joshua Rathjen  
Hannah Vath, Cassidee Murray  
Elly Masteller, Erin Pfeifer  
Reyana Tegtmeier, Eve Beethe  
Taylor Kumm, Kaitlyn Kumm  
Nicholsols, Nichols

**Round 2 12:30 PM**

**Section A**
Room: FINE ARTS 263  
Judge: Mary Thieman  
Reyana Tegtmeier, Eve Beethe  
Nicholsols, Nichols  
Zane Bertrand, Yasmine Bender  
Kylie Mosel, Kenzie Mosel  
Hansen, Burnside  
Payton Morrow, Paige Morrow

**Section B**
Room: OTTO OLSEN 136  
Judge: Doug Frank  
Taylor Kumm, Kaitlyn Kumm  
KayLee Jo Reinke, Caleb Jalas  
Glatter, Whitesel  
Joshua Hoff-Boring, Isaiah Spruth-Janssen  
Damin Ludke, Eben Rosentrater  
Elly Masteller, Erin Pfeifer

**Section C**
Room: UNION 238D  
Judge: Jack Garrison  
Macey Widick, Emily Mann  
Will Whited, Triniti Gembica  
Elizabeth Johnson, Ruth Johnson  
Hannah Vath, Cassidee Murray  
Christian Wiegert, Joshua Rathjen  
Wyatt Whitten, Elli Stephens

---

**ENTERTAINMENT SPEAKING**

**Round 1 9:30 AM**

**Section A**
Room: COPELAND 140  
Judge: Jarod Ockander  
Hailey Goering  
Parker Klein  
Trevor Young  
D.J. Miller  
Sydney Sterup

**Section B**
Room: FINE ARTS 212  
Judge: John Heineman  
Zach Mason  
Zane Bertrand  
Elaina Riley  
Delaney Carlstrom  
Kaitlyn Kumm  
Wyatt Kaps

**Section C**
Room: FINE ARTS 263  
Judge: Jeffrey Horner  
Stella Hunzeker  
Payton Morrow  
Jadyn Chasek  
Taylor Kumm  
Lysle Roe  
Erin Pfeifer

**Round 2 12:30 PM**

**Section A**
Room: COPELAND 131  
Judge: Jennifer Christen  
Lysle Roe  
D.J. Miller  
Payton Morrow  
Zane Bertrand  
Parker Klein  
Elaina Riley

**Section B**
Room: FINE ARTS 212  
Judge: Sue Herdt  
Delaney Carlstrom  
Sydney Sterup  
Hailey Goering  
Wyatt Kaps  
Jadyn Chasek  
Taylor Kumm

**Section C**
Room: FINE ARTS 312  
Judge: Cathleen Diaz  
Kaitlyn Kumm  
Erin Pfeifer  
Stella Hunzeker  
Zach Mason  
Emily Mann  
Trevor Young

---

**EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING**

**Round 1 9:30 AM**

**Section A**
Room: THOMAS 111  
Judge: Robert Friedman  
Josh Kruse  
Noah Klein  
Emma Labenz  
Will Hagge  
Eliza Hunzeker  
Taylor Hickey

**Section B**
Room: THOMAS 212  
Judge: Carolyn Enevoldsen  
Jayce Bischoff  
Alex Chavez  
Stephanie Rosales  
Madeline Kennedy  
Allie Schneider  
Bryanna TenEyck

**Section C**
Room: THOMAS 117  
Judge: Dashiel Rohan  
Brooklynn LeClair  
Bryanna TenEyck  
Jayce Bischoff  
Melina Kostal  
Emma Labenz  
Will Hagge

---

**Round 2 12:30 PM**

**Section A**
Room: THOMAS 108  
Judge: Brian Gibson  
Allie Schneider  
Eliza Hunzeker  
Alex Chavez  
DJ George  
Noah Klein  
Abigail Jurjens

**Section B**
Room: THOMAS 113  
Judge: Enid Hansen  
Diandra Pott  
Taylor Hickey  
Josh Kruse  
Ashley Schemek  
Stephanie Rosales  
Madeline Kennedy

**Section C**
Room: THOMAS 117  
Judge: Dashiell Rohan  
Brooklynn LeClair  
Bryanna TenEyck  
Jayce Bischoff  
Melina Kostal  
Emma Labenz  
Will Hagge

---

nsaahome.org
INFORMATIVE SPEAKING

Round 1 9:30 AM

Section A
Room: CALVIN Lower Level 013
Judge: Skip Altig
Andrea Kort
Janessa Carley
Olivia Bryant
Samantha Phillips
Kylie Mosel
Ashley Schemek

Section B
Room: COPELAND 231
Judge: Taryn Retzlaff
Destiny Fox
Wynn Cannon
Halee Steffensmeier
Jenna Jaeschke
Zach Mason
Kaitlyn Pflaster

Section C
Room: COPELAND 335
Judge: Quinten Lyon
Maria Ras
Paige Morrow
Isabelle Vanness
Simran Shah
Amanda Patterson
Madeline Swanson

Round 2 12:30 PM

Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 120
Judge: John Heineman
Amanda Patterson
Kylie Mosel
Paige Morrow
Wynn Cannon
Janessa Carley
Halee Steffensmeier

Section B
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 206
Judge: Jan Hinze
Jenna Jaeschke
Ashley Schemek
Andrea Kort
Kaitlyn Pflaster
Isabelle Vanness
Simran Shah

Section C
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 210
Judge: Carolyn Enevoldsen
Zach Mason
Madeline Swanson
Maria Ras
Destiny Fox
Olivia Bryant
Samantha Phillips

ORAL INTERPRETATION OF DRAMA

Round 1 9:30 AM

Section A
Room: FINE ARTS Recital
Judge: Doug Frank
Sophie MacGregor, Ashlynn Ickler, Alexa Meyer, Caroline Akinnibagbe, Becca Kment
Elaina Riley, Isaiah Spruith-Janssen, Chandler Bulmer, Ty Hahn
Allie Schneider, Zane Bertrand, Yasmine Bender, Aidan Weidner
Kaitlyn Jones, K.J. Bush, Cortney Holt
Noah Jurjens, Teagan Rossman, Emily Mann, Macey Widick, Cassidy Mullen
Kenna Morris, Rachelle Reimers, Cassidy Rieker, Jessie Wemhoff, Delaney Carlstrom

Section B
Room: OCKINGA CON
Judge: Diana Tate
Bailee McMillian, Victoria Griffith, Caitlin Havelka, Mattie Bumgarner, Olivia Bryant
Isabelle Vanness, Tyler Baue, Destiny Fox, Elizabeth Johnson, Ruth Johnson
Micha Cordes, Savannah Williams, Baylen Johnson, Jenna Jaeschke, Rayne Cole Hansen, Gustason, Gaite, Florea, Burnside
Joshua Hoff-Boring, Jenna Brocker, Skylar Witte, Eddie Boysen
Sawyer Kappel, Halee Steffensmeier, Libby Crecco, Paige Moore, Mitchel Beeson

Section C
Room: OTTO OLSEN 135
Judge: Steven Millnitz
Christian Wiegert, Daniel Warneke, Brianna VanBibber, Carli Maier, Gwen Gaunt
Danielle Higgins, DJ George, Drew Hale, JosH Kruse
Madison Barrett, Kaitlin Jacquot, Courtney Kastens, MaShayla Burnett
Olivia Gottula, Reyana Tegtmeier, Wyatt Whiffen, Eli Stephens, Eve Beethe

Round 2 12:30 PM

Section A
Room: FINE ARTS Recital
Judge: Becky Stahr
Maria Ras, Audra Nolting, Emma Beutler, Tyler Gatzemeyer, Lauren Kramer
Noah Jurjens, Teagan Rossman, Emily Mann, Macey Widick, Cassidy Mullen
Danielle Higgins, DJ George, Drew Hale, Josh Kruse
Isabelle Vanness, Tyler Baue, Destiny Fox, Elizabeth Johnson, Ruth Johnson
Elaina Riley, Isaiah Spruith-Janssen, Chandler Bulmer, Ty Hahn
Micha Cordes, Savannah Williams, Baylen Johnson, Jenna Jaeschke, Rayne Cole

Section B
Room: OCKINGA CON
Judge: Robyn Dalton
Hansen, Gustason, Gaite, Florea, Burnside
Kenna Morris, Rachelle Reimers, Cassidy Rieker, Jessie Wemhoff, Delaney Carlstrom
Sophie MacGregor, Ashlynn Ickler, Alexa Meyer, Caroline Akinnibagbe, Becca Kment
Sawyer Kappel, Halee Steffensmeier, Libby Crecco, Paige Moore, Mitchel Beeson
Madison Barrett, Kaitlin Jacquot, Courtney Kastens, MaShayla Burnett
Olivia Gottula, Reyana Tegtmeier, Wyatt Whiffen, Eli Stephens, Eve Beethe

Section C
Room: OTTO OLSEN 135
Judge: Bridget Barry
Joshua Hoff-Boring, Jenna Brocker, Skylar Witte, Eddie Boysen
Emily Kleinschmit, Cole Story, Leah Bloomquist, Trey McQuay, Darla Nelson
Christian Wiegert, Daniel Warneke, Brianna VanBibber, Carli Maier, Gwen Gaunt
Bailee McMillian, Victoria Griffith, Caitlin Havelka, Mattie Bumgarner, Olivia Bryant
Allie Schneider, Zane Bertrand, Yasmine Bender, Aidan Weidner
Kaitlyn Jones, K.J. Bush, Cortney Holt
2019 CLASS D1 ENTRIES

ORAL INTERPRETATION

HUMOROUS PROSE

Round 1 9:30 AM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 130
Judge: Jodi Meyer
Cory Schumacher
Tyson Junck
Chandler Bulmer
Layla Rivera
Emma Schroeder
Eben Rosentrater

Section B
Room: COPELAND 342
Judge: Sue Herdt
Olivia Gottula
Delaney Carlstrom
Tatum Cool
Parker Klein
Megan Amos
Sam McPhillips

Section C
Room: FINE ARTS 313
Judge: Shari Johnson
Isaiah Schwarz
Ezekiel Reid
Kenzie Mosel
Triniti Gembica
Sahara Burch
Caleb Jalas

Round 2 12:30 PM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 140
Judge: Mariann Von Rein
Triniti Gembica
Caleb Jalas
Cory Schumacher
Eben Rosentrater
Olivia Gottula
Tatum Cool

Section B
Room: COPELAND 242
Judge: Mary Winn
Sahara Burch
Layla Rivera
Delaney Carlstrom
Sam McPhillips
Chandler Bulmer
Kenzie Mosel

Section C
Room: FINE ARTS 313
Judge: Jean Miller
Emma Schroeder
Parker Klein
Megan Amos
Ezekiel Reid
Isaiah Schwarz
Tyson Junck

ORAL INTERPRETATION

OF POETRY

Round 1 9:30 AM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 142
Judge: Robyn Dalton
Payton Morrow
MaShayla Burnett
Ashlynn Ickler
Larissa Tegtmeier
Yasmine Bender
Emily Welch

Section B
Room: COPELAND 230
Judge: Brian Gibson
Haley Thompson
Triniti Gembica
Jacqueline Dimas
Patyn Jameson
Cheyenne Bacon
Isaiah Schwarz

Section C
Room: COPELAND 233
Judge: Cathleen Diaz
Joshua Hoff-Boring
Caroline Akinnibagbe
Cassidy Rieken
Laykin Wilkins
Keely Armstrong
Olivia Osborne

Round 2 12:30 PM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 233
Judge: Peggy Belt
Laykin Wilkins
Olivia Osborne
Payton Morrow
Emily Welch
Haley Thompson
Jacqueline Dimas

Section B
Room: COPELAND 335
Judge: Cheryl Henrichs
Keely Armstrong
Larissa Tegtmeier
Triniti Gembica
Isaiah Schwarz
Ashlynn Ickler
Cassidy Rieken

Section C
Room: MITCHELL CENTER 148
Judge: Laurie Hinz
Yasmine Bender
Patyn Jameson
Cheyenne Bacon
Caroline Akinnibagbe
Joshua Hoff-Boring
MaShayla Burnett

ORAL INTERPRETATION

OF SERIOUS PROSE

Round 1 9:30 AM
Section A
Room: BRUNER 177
Judge: Kathryn Fowler
Macey Widick
Libby Crecco
Becca Kment
Damin Luedke
Emma Schroeder
Ashley Yocum

Section B
Room: BRUNER 267
Judge: Shauna Baker
Sophie MacGregor
Calie Hiegel
Hannah Vath
Mattie Bumgarner
Mikayla Hausman
Olivia Osborne

Section C
Room: BRUNER 268
Judge: Mitchell Hofer
Keely Armstrong
Tyler Baue
Victoria Griffith
Oriana Kuehler
Eve Beethe
Caleb Jalas

Round 2 12:30 PM
Section A
Room: BRUNER 269
Judge: Michael Cradduck
Ashley Yocum
Sophie MacGregor
Hannah Vath
Will Hagge

Section B
Room: BRUNER 270
Judge: Quinten Lyon
Will Hagge
Paige Moore
Joesiah Zeiger
Paige Morrow

Section C
Room: BRUNER 271
Judge: Jarod Ockander
Hannah Hubers
Joesiah Zeiger
Paige Morrow

PERSUASIVE SPEAKING

Round 1 9:30 AM
Section A
Room: COPELAND 269
Judge: Rachel Haider
Emily Zimmer
Wynn Cannon
Karissa Hodge
Makayla Jenkins
Paige Moore
Wil Hagge

Section B
Room: COPELAND 270
Judge: Jan Hinze
Zoe Sjuts
Madelene Kennedy
Kaydi Daudt
Simran Shah
Brynn Holtmeier
Sofia Atkins

Section C
Room: COPELAND 271
Judge: Shirley Cawiezel
Hannah Hubers
Janessa Carley
Katie Bahlke
Kyrja Spruth-Janssen
Joesiah Zeiger
Paige Morrow

Round 2 12:30 PM
Section A
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 218
Judge: Rick Tank
Joesiah Zeiger
Paige Moore
Katie Bathke
Kyrja Spruth-Janssen

Section B
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 220
Judge: Quinten Lyon
Simran Shah
Will Hagge
Paige Moore
Makayla Jenkins

Section C
Room: COLLEGE OF ED 224
Judge: Jarod Ockander
Brynn Holtmeier
Paige Morrow
Hannah Hubers
Zoe Sjuts
Karissa Hodge
Makayla Jenkins
DUET ACTING

Round 1 8:00 AM

Section A
Room: ADMISSIONS Sisler Room
Judge: Keli Margritz
Natalie Marquardt, Emily Kennicutt
Evi Schock, Claire Niemeyer
Vera Butterfield, Betsy Crumly
Arianne Brokaw, Elise Anderson
CC George, Ana Manning
Ruth Mathson, Bethany Dowling

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS 264 (BAND RM)
Judge: Amy Hostetler
Emma Jonseth, Brooke Ehlers
Erica Bogert, Reagan Williams
Theanna Dunn, Kira Widger
Sydney Pflster, Quinn Koop
Emily Wishman, Ethan Wishman
Dell Casteel, Teresa Morehead

Section C
Room: OKINGA AUD
Judge: Ruth Zrust
Cory Romej, Adam Dreger
Jacob Wieseler, Nathaniel Wieseler
Evan Hewett, Kyle Hewett
Sera Johnson, Isaac Baysinger
Alex Ehrman, Johnny Borgman
Rayford Turner, Kasey Channer

Round 2 11:00 AM

Section A
Room: CALVIN Jennings 209
Judge: Taryn Retzlaff
Sera Johnson, Isaac Baysinger
Rayford Turner, Kasey Channer
Natalie Marquardt, Emily Kennicutt
Ruth Mathson, Bethany Dowling
Emma Jonseth, Brooke Ehlers
Theanna Dunn, Kira Widger

Section B
Room: UNION 238E
Judge: Zac Franz
Alex Ehrman, Johnny Borgman
Arianne Brokaw, Elise Anderson
Erica Bogert, Reagan Williams
Del Casteel, Teresa Morehead
Vera Butterfield, Betsy Crumly
Evan Hewett, Kyle Hewett

Section C
Room: UNION ANTELOPE
Judge: Bruce Sedivy
CC George, Ana Manning
Sydney Pelster, Quinn Koop
Emily Wishman, Ethan Wishman
Jacob Wieseler, Nathaniel Wieseler
Cory Romej, Adam Dreger
Evi Schock, Claire Niemeyer

ENTERTAINMENT SPEAKING

Round 1 8:00 AM

Section A
Room: COPELAND 140
Judge: Taryn Retzlaff
Serina Babcock
Alex Worthing
Hunter Reestman
Hope Schalk
Jacob Ledbetter
Raleigh Shipley

Section B
Room: FINE ARTS 263
Judge: Shirley Cawiezel
Avery Johnson
Megan Cook
Emma Littrel
Elizabeth Bauer
Emma Schneider
Arianne Brokaw

Section C
Room: OTTO OLSEN 135
Judge: Mary Winn
Tanner Cromer
Haley Munn
Asher Kahler
Reagan Williams
Grace Rittscher
Joe Merkel

Round 2 11:00 AM

Section A
Room: COPELAND 131
Judge: Keli Margritz
Grace Rittscher
Jacob Ledbetter
Haley Munn
Megan Cook
Alex Worthing
Emma Littrel

Section B
Room: COPELAND 140
Judge: Carolyn Enevoldsen
Elizabeth Bauer
Rahell Shipley
Serina Babcock
Arianne Brokaw
Asher Kahler
Reagan Williams

Section C
Room: FINE ARTS 212
Judge: Lynn Hofmann
Emma Schneider
Joe Merkel
Tanner Cromer
Avery Johnson
Hunter Reestman
Hope Schalk

EXTEMPORENOUS SPEAKING

Round 1 8:30 AM

Section A
Room: THOMAS 117
Judge: Cheryl Henrichs
Morgan Edmund
Nathan Larsen
Bryan Zutavern
Dalton Rankin
Gabby Muckey
Isaac Else

Section B
Room: THOMAS 201
Judge: Mariann Von Rein
Aidan McClintock
Reid Preston
Ian Raric
Ginny Herboldsheimer
Jacob Schoenholz
Colton Kaup

Section C
Room: THOMAS 214
Judge: Carl Linnerson
Christian Eckhardt
Tristin Smith
Kenzie Barnes
Zachary Michka
Caleb Hendrickson
Alex Fischer

Round 2 11:00 AM

Section A
Room: THOMAS 117
Judge: Michael Cradduck
Zachary Michka
Alex Fischer
Morgan Edmund
Isaac Else
Aidan McClintock
Ian Raric

Section B
Room: THOMAS 201
Judge: Kent R. Millington
Colton Kaup
Bryan Zutavern
Kenzie Barnes

Section C
Room: THOMAS 214
Judge: Ed Ankrom
Gabby Muckey
Ginny Herboldsheimer
Jacob Schoenholz
Tristin Smith
Christian Eckhardt
Nathan Larsen
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Judge</th>
<th>Entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section A</strong></td>
<td>COPELAND 231</td>
<td>Lynn Hofmann</td>
<td>Mary Glaser, Jordyn Koenen, Sidney Stallbaum, Jordan Lindgren, Ciara Catlin, Jaycee Lapp, Mary Glaser, Jordyn Koenen, Sidney Stallbaum, Jordan Lindgren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section B</strong></td>
<td>COPELAND 242</td>
<td>Blaine Christen</td>
<td>Caitlin Murphy, Molly Carraher, Courtney Swisher, Layne Miller, Michaela Rotert, Morgan Hrbek, Caitlin Murphy, Molly Carraher, Courtney Swisher, Layne Miller, Michaela Rotert, Morgan Hrbek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section C</strong></td>
<td>COPELAND 335</td>
<td>Mary Rau</td>
<td>Dean Schroder, Nicole Wojcik, Sera Johnson, Tatym Jesperson, Elle Schmaderer, Neeley Greger, Dean Schroder, Nicole Wojcik, Sera Johnson, Tatym Jesperson, Elle Schmaderer, Neeley Greger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Round 2 11:00 AM</strong></td>
<td>FINE ARTS ExTh (103)</td>
<td>Donna Kramer</td>
<td>Morgan Haschke, Ty Martinsen, Trey Carraher, Trent Carraher, Jarrot Simon, Evi Schock, Chloe Knobbe, Lauren Malone, Tanner Cromer, Abigail Tubbs, Zachary Michka, Taya Schmaderer, Lainey Paxton, Mary Kasten, Sierra Wheelock, Aryana George, Emily Bussanich, Michael Steele, Drake Hermanson, Damien Jensen, Chloe Amelang, Olivia O’Clair, Thomas Crandall, Theanna Dunn, Kira Wdigter, Adam Dreger, Grace Rittscher, Hunter Reestman, Theanna Dunn, Kira Wdigter, Adam Dreger, Grace Rittscher, Hunter Reestman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section B</strong></td>
<td>COPELAND 335</td>
<td>Mary Rau</td>
<td>Dean Schroder, Nicole Wojcik, Sera Johnson, Tatym Jesperson, Elle Schmaderer, Neeley Greger, Dean Schroder, Nicole Wojcik, Sera Johnson, Tatym Jesperson, Elle Schmaderer, Neeley Greger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section C</strong></td>
<td>COPELAND 335</td>
<td>Mary Rau</td>
<td>Dean Schroder, Nicole Wojcik, Sera Johnson, Tatym Jesperson, Elle Schmaderer, Neeley Greger, Dean Schroder, Nicole Wojcik, Sera Johnson, Tatym Jesperson, Elle Schmaderer, Neeley Greger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Round 2 11:00 AM</strong></td>
<td>UNION 310</td>
<td>Tyler Thompson</td>
<td>Joe Merkel, Aydon Tramp, Landon Wieseler, Jacob Wieseler, Nathaniel Wieseler, Tanner Finley, Micah Swedberg, Cameron McClintock, Jacob Ledbetter, CC George, Reagan Williams, Hannah Stahl, Giny Herboldsheimer, Brooke Moench, Ruth Mathson, Brady Klute, Jaylen Arndt, Treavor Pekar, Bethany Dowling, Brynn Dilly, Maddie Schrage, Lauren Seier, Bre Bartak, Jacob Schoenholz, Kyle Ardissson, Isaac Baysinger, TaraLee Hudson, Glenn Meyer, Morgan Haschke, Ty Martinsen, Trey Carraher, Trent Carraher, Theanna Dunn, Kira Wdigter, Adam Dreger, Grace Rittscher, Hunter Reestman, Theanna Dunn, Kira Wdigter, Adam Dreger, Grace Rittscher, Hunter Reestman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section B</strong></td>
<td>UNION 238A</td>
<td>Mitchell Hofer</td>
<td>Alias Schumacher, Sophie Reeves, Miranda Matchett, Mary Kasten, Sierra Wheelock, Aryana George, Emily Bussanich, Michael Steele, Tanner Finley, Micah Swedberg, Cameron McClintock, Jacob Ledbetter, Jacob Schoenholz, Kyle Ardissson, Isaac Baysinger, TaraLee Hudson, Glenn Meyer, Abigail Tubbs, Zachary Michka, Taya Schmaderer, Lainey Paxton, Lexi Allen, Brooke Kamler, Taran Hanson, Taylor Nabower, Addie Hartman, Theanna Dunn, Kira Wdigter, Adam Dreger, Grace Rittscher, Hunter Reestman, Theanna Dunn, Kira Wdigter, Adam Dreger, Grace Rittscher, Hunter Reestman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section C</strong></td>
<td>UNION SANDHILLS</td>
<td>Jennifer Christen</td>
<td>Payton Gorwill, Gracie Wenzel, Alex Worthing, Trevan Rut, Kasey Channer, Emma Jonseth, Mary Walnofer, Cade Farewell, Alexis Butterfield, Brooke Ehlers, Lexi Allen, Brooke Kamler, Taran Hanson, Taylor Nabower, Addie Hartman, Del Casteel, Kyle Bauman, Jack Fiegener, Jamie Sliche, Anthony Froeschl, Alias Schumacher, Sophie Reeves, Miranda Matchett, Hannah Robertson, Quinn Koop, Haley Lundvall, Kaden Hager, Del Casteel, Kyle Bauman, Jack Fiegener, Jamie Sliche, Anthony Froeschl, Alias Schumacher, Sophie Reeves, Miranda Matchett, Hannah Robertson, Quinn Koop, Haley Lundvall, Kaden Hager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# 2019 NSAA State Speech Class D2 Entries

## Oral Interpretation Humorous Prose

### Round 1 8:00 AM

**Section A**
- Room: COPELAND 130
- Judge: Skip Altig
- Erica Bogert
- Natalie Marquardt
- Emma Jonseth
- Justin Miller
- Zane Journey
- Teresa Morehead

**Section B**
- Room: OTTO OLSEN 136
- Judge: Marla Teegerstrom
- Summer Key
- Treavar Pekar
- Sophie Reeves
- Clayson Davis
- Derek Schawang
- Thomas Crandall

**Section C**
- Room: UNION 238D
- Judge: Shari Johnson
- Grace Rittscher
- Brooke Ehlers
- Hannah Stahl
- Hannah Robertson
- Samuel Baysinger
- Ashley Jensby

### Round 2 11:00 AM

**Section A**
- Room: COPELAND 130
- Judge: Katie Fox Davis
- Natalie Marquardt
- Erica Bogert
- Teresa Morehead
- Summer Key
- Sophie Reeves

**Section B**
- Room: COPELAND 142
- Judge: Brian Gibson
- Tatianna Jones
- Brooke Swanson
- Maya Baker
- Mackenzie Nelson
- Elizabeth Trausch
- Olivia O'Clair

**Section C**
- Room: MITCHELL CENTER 148
- Judge: Kelly Wieting
- Sophie Reeves
- Faith Storer
- Daisha Hoffman
- Lucy Vincent
- Treavar Pekar
- Alyssa King

## Oral Interpretation of Poetry

### Round 1 8:00 AM

**Section A**
- Room: CALVIN Lower Level 013
- Judge: Diana Tate
- Alyssa Nolt
- Haley Lundvall
- Emily Bussanich
- Layne Miller
- Stephanie Shakespeare
- Joey Betschart

**Section B**
- Room: COPELAND 142
- Judge: Carl Linnerson
- Treavar Pekar
- Layne Miller
- Brooke Swanson
- Olivia O'Clair
- Emily Bussanich
- Daisha Hoffman

**Section C**
- Room: CUSHING 119
- Judge: Robyn Dalton
- Stephanie Shakespeare
- Mackenzie Nelson
- Elizabeth Trausch
- Faith Storer
- Sophie Reeves
- Haley Lundvall

### Round 2 11:00 AM

**Section A**
- Room: COPELAND 177
- Judge: Jodi Meyer
- Lucy Vincent
- Alyssa King
- Alyssa Nolt
- Joey Betschart
- Tatianna Jones
- Maya Baker

**Section B**
- Room: BRUNER 231
- Judge: Carl Linnerson
- Treavar Pekar
- Layne Miller
- Brooke Swanson
- Olivia O'Clair
- Emily Bussanich
- Daisha Hoffman

**Section C**
- Room: CUSHING 119
- Judge: Robyn Dalton
- Stephanie Shakespeare
- Mackenzie Nelson
- Elizabeth Trausch
- Faith Storer
- Sophie Reeves
- Haley Lundvall

## Oral Interpretation of Serious Prose

### Round 1 8:00 AM

**Section A**
- Room: BRUNER 177
- Judge: John Heineman
- Paige Brown
- Alyssa King
- Emilmy Freitag
- Skylar Reestman
- Emily Kennicutt
- Reesa Wilcox

**Section B**
- Room: BRUNER 267
- Judge: Katie Fox Davis
- Myah Phillips
- Lucy Vincent
- Alias Schumacher
- Shanna Bailey
- Elijah Bullie
- Serina Babcock

**Section C**
- Room: BRUNER 268
- Judge: Jack Garrison
- Kira Widger
- Jacey Klassen
- Kaylee Kizer
- Ruth Dodge
- Kaylee Noel
- Miriam Ganoung

### Round 2 11:00 AM

**Section A**
- Room: BRUNER 177
- Judge: Randy Rood
- Ruth Dodge
- Miriam Ganoung
- Paige Brown
- Reesa Wilcox
- Myah Phillips
- Alias Schumacher

**Section B**
- Room: BRUNER 267
- Judge: Donna Kramer
- Kaylee Noel
- Skylar Reestman
- Lucy Vincent
- Serina Babcock
- Emilmy Freitag
- Kaylee Kizer

**Section C**
- Room: BRUNER 268
- Judge: Jennifer Christen
- Emily Kennicutt
- Shanna Bailey
- Elijah Bullie
- Jacey Klassen
- Kira Widger
- Alyssa King

## Persuasive Speaking

### Round 1 8:00 AM

**Section A**
- Room: BRUNER 269
- Judge: Bruce Sedivy
- Dalton Rankin
- Mary Walnofer
- Kali Topp
- Ginny Herboldsheimer
- Ashton Erickson
- Chloe Schock

**Section B**
- Room: BRUNER 270
- Judge: Jeffrey Horner
- Blaine Christen
- Summer Key
- Treatment
- Morgan Edmund
- Noah Nicklas
- Taya Schmaderer
- Miranda Matchett
- Mariah Marisch

**Section C**
- Room: FINE ARTS 219
- Judge: Robert Friedman
- Alyssa Nolt
- Morgan Edmund
- Tone Hanson
- Mary Walnofer
- Emilie Schardt

### Round 2 11:00 AM

**Section A**
- Room: BRUNER 269
- Judge: Jeffrey Horner
- Miranda Matchett
- Ashton Erickson
- Morgan Edmund
- Taran Hanson
- Mary Walnofer
- Emilie Schardt

**Section B**
- Room: BRUNER 270
- Judge: Katie Fox Davis
- Tonya Schumacher
- Haye Ottun
- Treavar Pekar
- Emily Bussanich
- Rhonda Ganser
- Taya Schmaderer

**Section C**
- Room: FINE ARTS 219
- Judge: Jan Hinze
- Blake Bartling
- Mariah Marisch
- Alyssa Nolt
- Hope Ottun
- Kali Topp
- Ginny Herboldsheimer
“SPEECH IS POWER. SPEECH IS TO PERSUADE, TO CONVERT, TO COMPEL.”

- RALPH WALDO EMERSON

KEARNEY IS PROUD TO BE HOME TO THE NSAA STATE SPEECH CHAMPIONSHIPS.
The Nebraska School Activities Association would like to thank Kearney for hosting NSAA activities.

CROSS COUNTRY       6-MAN FOOTBALL       DUAL WRESTLING
SPEECH            BOYS GOLF

Relive all of the exciting action from the
2019 NSAA STATE SPEECH: BEST OF THE BEST

OR
2019 NSAA STATE SPEECH AWARDS with your own DVD copy!

$19.95 PLUS TAX, SHIPPING & HANDLING

call 1-800-868-1868
visit netNebraska.org
CLASS A SWEEPSTAKES
Champion, Runner-Up
1988-Raymond Central, Seward
1987-Omega Roncalli, Raymond Central
1986-Omega Roncalli, Cozad
1985-Norris, Loup City
1984-Gering, Tie: Cozad, Norris
1983-Seward, Norris
1982-Gothenburg, Gering
1981-West Holt, Gothenburg
1980-Norfolk Catholic, Arnold
1979-Norfolk Catholic, Pawnee City
1978-Norfolk Catholic, Arnold
1977-Arnold, Pawnee City
1976-Arnold, Garden County

CLASS C1 SWEEPSTAKES
Champion, Runner-Up
2018-David City, Omaha Brownell-Talbot
2017-David City, Malcolm
2016-David City, Omaha Brownell-Talbot
2015-Raymond Central, Omaha Brownell-Talbot
2014-David City, Omaha Brownell-Talbot
2013-Omega Brownell-Talbot, Raymond Central
2012-David City, Raymond Central
2011-Raymond Central, David City
2010-David City, Raymond Central
2009-David City, Raymond Central
2008-Raymond Central, David City
2007-Raymond Central, Battle Creek
2006-David City, North Bend Central
2005-Raymond Central, Malcolm
2004-Gothenburg, Malcolm
2003-Malcolm, Fillmore Central
2002-Malcolm, Stanton
2001-Fillmore Central, Guardian Angels Central Catholic
2000-Raymond Central, Geneva
1999-Geneva, Battle Creek
1998-Stanton, Lincoln Christian
1997-Stanton, North Bend Central

CLASS C2 SWEEPSTAKES
Champion, Runner-Up
2018-Hartington-Newcastle, Crofton
2017-Humboldt-Table Rock-Steinauer, Crofton
2016-Crofton, Humboldt-Table Rock-Steinauer
2015-Guardian Angels Central Catholic, Crofton
2014-Guardian Angels Central Catholic, Hartington
2013-Freeman, Humboldt-Table Rock-Steinauer
2012-Omega Brownell-Talbot, Freeman
2011-Omega Brownell-Talbot, Hartington
2010-Omega Brownell-Talbot, Stanton
2009-Omega Brownell-Talbot, Hartington
2008-Omega Brownell-Talbot, Hartington
2007-Omega Brownell-Talbot, Hartington
2006-Plainview, Hartington
2005-Grant, Hartington
2004-Sutton, Wakefield
2003-Humboldt-Table Rock-Steinauer, Grant
2002-Hartington, Humboldt-Table Rock-Steinauer
2001-Malcolm, Elwood-Murdock
2000-Malcolm, Elwood-Murdock
1999-Malcolm, Elwood-Murdock
1998-Elwood-Murdock, Nebraska Christian
1997-Elwood-Murdock, Cedar Bluffs

CLASS B SWEEPSTAKES
Champion, Runner-Up
1997-Arnold, Garden County
1996-Arnold, Pawnee City
1995-Norfolk Catholic, Arnold
1994-Humboldt, Beemer
1993-Arnold, Beemer
1992-Hampton, Arnold
1991-Midland, Hampton
1990-Arnold, Humboldt
1989-Arnold, Humboldt
1988-Arnold, Humboldt
1987-Arnold, Humboldt
1986-Arnold, Humboldt
1985-Arnold, Humboldt
1984-Arnold, Humboldt
1983-Arnold, Humboldt
1982-Arnold, Humboldt
1981-Arnold, Humboldt

CLASS D SWEEPSTAKES
Champion, Runner-Up
2019-South Platte
2016-Ifrond, Harlan
2015-Ifrond, Harlan
2014-Ifrond, Harlan
2013-Ifrond, Harlan
2012-Ifrond, Harlan
2011-Ifrond, Harlan
2010-Ifrond, Harlan
2009-Ifrond, Harlan
2008-Ifrond, Harlan
2007-Ifrond, Harlan
2006-Ifrond, Harlan

NSAA State Speech

CLASS HISTORY

1998-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1997-Verdigre, Humboldt
1996-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1995-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1994-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1993-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1992-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1991-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1990-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1989-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1988-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1987-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1986-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1985-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1984-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1983-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1982-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
1981-Davenport, Southeast NE Consolidated
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLE ON CONDUCT

Synopsis

Recently, students in our schools have been experiencing negative, harassing, and bullying conduct during the school day, and at school activities by the spectators attending those events or, and at times by opponents in an activity, that is directed at the school’s participants and spectators, often with a racial component. Such conduct is unacceptable and does not reflect the foregoing basic tenants of our society.

It is the responsibility of our organizations to promote and respect the liberty interests of all persons who may participate in or attend any educational endeavor sponsored by our organizations which includes ensuring that common courtesy is shown for all persons, insuring tranquility for all, and being responsible that no one person abuses their liberties to the detriment of other persons.

As the educational leaders of Nebraska’s school system, we firmly support Nebraska schools and communities in proactively involving teachers, administrators, students, parents, and community members in developing and maintaining a positive school and community culture that supports learning opportunities for all persons, and ensures that respect and courtesy are shown to all persons.

Conduct by any person that does not show respect for and courtesy of other persons in Nebraska schools and any school activity is prohibited and shall not be tolerated – period.
WATCH ANYWHERE

The NFHS Network is THE PLACE to watch high school sports. By giving students the resources needed to produce their own broadcasts, we keep you connected with LIVE, online coverage. No matter where you are, HIGH SCHOOL HAPPENS HERE!

Introducing the Apple TV & Android APP!
Visit NFHSNetwork.com to join for FREE.
In addition, the University of Nebraska –Kearney has an APP that can be downloaded onto your electronic devices that provides a map of the campus. Select the APP, University of Nebraska-Kearney and click on Maps. Signage will also be posted around campus directing you to buildings in which rounds are scheduled.

**LIVE WEBCASTING will be in the UNION Building, Rooms 310 & Antelope**